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Karson Speaks 
on Mace Use 
It has come to the attention of I Mace was only to be permitted at 
Student Government that a pcti- night and its use was sanctioned 
t1on movement has been started only when a partolman's life was 
to demand the prohibition of the in danger, that is when he en-
• use of Mace by patrolmen. countered a direct physical 
Student Body President Dan threat. 
Karlson has already expressed Karson feels a petition pre-
the student concern to Provost sented to the Administration will 
Davies over members of the only make it resistant to concilia-
Ithaca College Campus Police tion. President Karson feels that 
carrying chemical Mace. the best channel for grievance is 
In his meeting with the Pro- the Student Government and he 
vost, Karson was told that the urges anyone having any ques-
patrol requested a form of pro- tions orw ishing to discuss this, 
tection, having received serious to call him at 3771. _ 
threats while patrolling unpro- "Studerit Government can be the 
tected areas, such as Quarry, most effective and fastest means 
1:, Valentine, and the outer perime- of action in this dispute with 
l· ters of the campus. The Provost student support." added Karson. 
~ stated that the patrol requested 
'j' 
sidearms and the Administration 
compromised by permitting them 
to carry Mace. 
However, Dan Karson was fur-
ther informed that the carrying of 
College 
President 
Visits Ithaca 
On Monday, September 9, Dr. 
Nevitt Sanford, President of the 
Wright Institute of Berkeley, Cali-
,:, fornia, spent much of his day at 
Ithaca College with members of 
the administrative staff discuss-
ing developments in higher edu-
cation as they relate to student 
development, problems of student 
participation, and curricular in-
novation. 
Visiting the campus at Provost 
Davies' invitation, Dr. Sanford 
came principally to discuss his 
~~ most recent book, Where Col-
leges Fail, as it pertains to un-
dergraduate education. An au-
thority on personality develop-
ment in the college student, Dr. 
Sanford had expressed interest in 
several articles on this topic writ-
ten by Provost Davies several 
years ago. 
Chief among the items dis-
cussed during the day were the 
possibility of involving students 
in wider programsof counseling 
and teaching, the ultilization of 
closed-circuit television as a 
means of aiding in student de-
velopment, and particularly the 
means by which Ithaca College 
might utilize the unique blend 
of professional departments and 
A professor of psychology and 
education at Sanford University, 
where he directs the Institute for 
the Study of Human Problems, 
Dr. Sanford earned his Ph.D. at 
Harvard in 1934 and has since 
published widely in the field of 
personality development. His 
The American College of 1962 is 
one of the landmark studies in 
American education edited by 
Sanford with supporting contribu-
tions from many of America's 
most eminent educators. 
It is planned_ that as concrete 
developments for the work of the 
Campus Life Committee and pos-
sible curricular changes arc 
studied Dr. Sanford may return 
to the College for a more extend-
ed visit as a counselor and ad-
visor in his professional areas. 
Pass-Fail 
Courses 
Explained 
Effective September 1968, stu-
dents enrolled at Ithaca College 
who have satisfactorily completed 
a minmum of 60 hours and, who 
have a cumulative average of 
2.500 or better are, "permitted to 
take, during their junior and/or 
senior years, not more than two 
courses for which a grade of "P" 
or "F" may be earned. The "P" 
or "F" option applies only to free 
electives. 
It is hoped that this policy will 
encourage more students to un-
dertake courses in subject areas 
they would not otherwise choose 
Friday, September 13, 1968 
Adbmin.1is trarlto r§ 
Accept 71th Poin.it 
Alexis Wade, senior Physical Therapy student at Ithaca College 
competes in the Miss New York State pageant this summer. 
Miss Wade was one of the ten semi-finalists in the contest. 
New Appointments Announced 
Huth New 
Housing Head 
Meyn Associate 
Dean of Students 
The appointment of Harvey C. The appointment of Charles A. 
Huth as Director of Residences Meyn to the post of Associate 
at Ithaca College was announced I Dean of Students was announced 
by Dean of Students, John Brown. by Ithaca College's Dean of Stu-
Huth replaces Parker Moore who dents, John Brown. 
has accepted a similar position at Meyn's primary duties will be 
Alfred A & T. to counsel students, to work with 
At the same time, Brown an-
nounced the appointment of Mr. 
Patrick Tarantino as Assistant 
Director of Residences. 
student organizations, particular-
ly the Inter Fraternity Council 
and to assist in the area of stu-
dent employment. 
Ruth's appointment became ef- He brings to the _Ithaca_ campus 
fective Au"ust 12 while Taran- a wealth of experience rn many 
tino assum:d his duties on Au"- phases of college activity. His\ 
ust 19. 
0 
\ professional career began in 1950. 
After graduating from New I w~en he assumed the post of I 
Berlin (N.Y.) Central High School, Director of Placement at Hobart\ 
in 1961, Huth attended Ithaca) \ollcge. He also served .as As-
Coliege and received his Bachelor\ siStant .\0 the Dean of students\ 
of Science degree in Music Edu- and Dnecto~ of _Summer Con-, 
t . · 196r.: I ferences durrng his seven years ca 10n rn ;,. 
H . f 11 at Hobart. In 1952 he took a leave ·, e was given a u expense I 
fellowship to Colgate where he of absence from his duties to 
received his Masters Degree in work with the Federal Bureau of 
1966. Investigation. 
Following a year as Assistant Meyn was appointed Dean of 
Dean of Students at the State Men at Bucknell University in 
University College of New York 1957 and held that post until 1966 
at Plattsburgh, he came to Ithaca 
college in 1967 as Assistant when he moved to Lock Haven 
Director of Residences. State College as Dean of Student 
Huth will be primarily con- Affairs. 
ccrned with the overall adminis- After a public school education 
tration of the College dormitory in Ithaca, Meyn attended Colgate 
program and with the personnel 
in the men's dormitories. 
University for three years. From 
1943-46, he served as a Naval 
Students .Attend 
Staff Meetings 
by Cheryl Gelb 
The Ithaca College faculty has . Terrace dorms, as well as Leland 
accepted another of the Ten ; Spangler, director of the Union, 
Points proposed last fall. Tues-! Sharon Staz, assistant director of 
day four representatives of the 
1
· the Union, and Ralph Shortell, 
student body sat in at the weekly. program director. 
meeting of the administration I Student representation at these 
staff, which includes non-aca- meetings was presented as Point 
dcmic deans, the Union staff, and Seven in the Ten Points, which 
general college personnel. explained that "since these peo-
Student representatives at that pie arc primarily concerned with 
meeting were Danny Karson. 5tudent problems, students should 
president of the student body, Joe be present to participate in the 
Bogardus and Nancy Mc Glen, the discussions, or at least be called 
official appointees, and Sue Sand- in to present their views on the 
ers, persident of the Egbert topic." 
Union Board. The college person- Joe Bogardus, one of the stu-
nel attending the meeting were dent representatives, noted that 
Dean of Students John Brown, tho administrative personnel at 
Dean of Women Marylee Taylor, the meeting were "trying to im-
Associate Dean of Students press upon students not to have 
Charles l\leyn, Asistant Dean of 
I 
a negative attitude towards the 
Students Patricia l\Ierkin, Direc- Dean of Students office. They arc 
tor of Housing Harvey Huth and I genuinely interested in the stu-
his assistant Pat Tarantino, Rich- dents' welfare and their prob-
ard Lawton, head resident of the lcms."' 
Photo hy Pt.•t<' \\'1]k1n..; 
Mr. Charles Meyn 
DK JDance T oll.lln.ghrc i liberal departments to help each 
I student and faculty member de-
-, velop a richer pattern of life for 
. 1 himself. 
He is married to the former 
because of the inhibiting factor Nancy A. Mowry of Cooperstown. Lieutenant, junior grade, in both 
of grade pressure in unfamiliar The couple have one child. the Atlantic and Pacific Theaters. The Brothers of Delta Kappa lhP songs that Bobby has helped 
by Brian Patterson 
d 
~. 
I" ,, 
l 
One of the most interesting 
suggestions made by Dr. Sanford 
was that faculty might wish to 
avail themselv1,s much more than 
they apparently do of instruction 
in music or physical education, 
art, and other leisure time ac-
tivities in which the school offers 
such professional and distin-
guished instruction. 
course areas. Tarantino graduated from After an honorable discharge arc proud to announce that they make famous arc "I Want To Do 
Students may apply for the Ithaca College this summer. He in 1946, Meyn returned to Col- will sponsor their annual rock· It" and "Groovy Personality_·• 
pass-fail option by obtaining the spent a portion of the past year gate and received his B.A. Degree dance this Friday night, Sept. · Beer will be on tap the entire 
appropriate form at their aca- at George Junior Republic as a in science in 1947_ In 1959, he 13, in the Union Rec. Room bC'- 1 evening with a special "Happy 
demic deans' office. Application teacher and house father. received an M.S. Degree in Per- ginning at 8:30 p.m_ Providing a I Bour" featuring 10c Draught 
for the pass-fail option must be In his new position, he will as- sonnel Administration at Cor- unique evening of entertainment I Beer from 8-30 to 9 30. Admission 
completed during the normal sist with the dormitory program Inell. will be the well known Bobby'. is 75c cheap_ '.\lake tl11s the first 
period established for the adding and handle off-campus housing He is married with three 
I 
Comstock and The Counts, known, of many "Happy Hours" featured 
or dropping of courses. for students. children. to some as Th-c Zebra_ Among : throughout the year 
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Wheat-rt Is A Professor? Business 
Staff 
Adds 
Two 
The Man With 
The Ugly Face The Random House Dictionary 
of the English Language defines 
teach as "to impart knowledge of 
or skill in; give instruction in." 
A teacher is defined as "a person 
who teaches or instructs." The 
dictionary docs not make any at-
tempt to set up the criteria for 
a person who is "skillful" in the 
art of imparting knowledge. Per-
haps it is easier to define "what 
is" than "how to." 
of his subject matter. He must 
also be competent in his field 
and not have to "keep one step 
ahead of the students." Students 
know when they are being fooled 
or put on. Most professors who 
meet with this criterion will have 
no need to worry about how to 
obtain the respect of his class, 
because he will have achieved it. 
of appreciation occur. Learning 
a subject that we will have little 
use for after graduation is foolish. 
Not only will the student forget 
90% of what he memorized but 
he will come away from the 
course with little awareness of 
what the subject means to him. 
To gain a full appreciation of 
a given subject the course needs 
to be made relevant to the 
present, or at least made perti-
nent to living in our society. For 
example English 417 can be about 
Romantic poets, period, or it can 
also relate to the Romantics of 
today, which to a non-English 
major can make more sense. Even 
in a physics course Newton's laws 
are more interesting when put in 
the context of a subway car 
rather than, or in addition to, 
technical formulas. 
Two systems and data p~oces-
sing adn:iinistrative appointments 
at Ithaca College were announced 
by Paul J. Farinella, vice· presi-
dent for business and finance. 
by Dr. A. H. Karam 
The Buddhist patient with the ugly face and ill-fitting blui 
pajamas in· ward C-4 sat on the edge of his bed as Dr. Jim Car. 
penter and I were making late afternoon rounds on board the 
Ship Hope in Ceylon. The overhead fluorescents were nor yet 
turned on, the only illumination being the sun's rays slanting 
through the portside windows. Even in the waning light the 
young man's hideously scarred features - I couldn't even make 
_out the eyes - startled and repulsed me. My impulse was to 
detour into another aisle since he wasn't my case but belongedi 
to the plastic surgeon. However, Jim Carpenter, my friend and 
colleague, tall, red-haired and amiable ( he would never forgive 
my using his real name), kept going, and I was too ashamed 
not to follow him, 
One could most likely arrive at 
a consensus agreeing with the 
definition of "teach" and "teach-
er" in the above paragraph. It is 
rather doubtful that the same 
kind of consensus could be reach-
ed regarding the means to 
achieve the definition. Three pro-
fessors and three stduents 
could conceivably have any num-
ber of concepts of what a sound 
professor should be. 
Not A Machine 
In other words, because no 
member of the human race is, as 
yet, a machine, one student's 
example of the good professor 
may be another student's exam-
ple of a bad one. No matter how 
competent an individual instruc-
tor may be, if a student just does 
not like him, for whatever rea-
son, that student may have diffi-
culty in achieving success in that 
course. At Pace our first two 
years are mainly occupied by the 
taking of required courses. The 
chances are that a student will 
be forced to take a course that 
has been an enigma for him ever 
since he nearly flunked it in high 
school. In that case it is doubtful 
that the student will enjoy either 
the subject or the professor, no 
matter how interesting the in-
structor makes the course. 
No system for teaching is 
totally infallible. Possibly, 
though, with the use of several 
guidelines the quality of instruc-
tion can be improved. Or at least 
they should be regarded as an 
impetus for further suggestions 
in the crucial job of imparting 
knowledge. 
Three general guideposts 
Just Ask 
The professor should be aware 
of the level of abilities of his 
class and the degree of sophistica-
tion tllat the course requires. 
This may not be as difficult as 
it appears. All an instructor has 
to do is to ask, at the beginning 
of the semester, how much pre-
vious experience his students 
have had in the particular field. 
For example, in a language 
course some students in a basic 
class such as 901 may have had 
three years of French, while 
other students may have no 
French background. Combining 
that knowledge with the depart-
mental standards for the course 
the professor can gear his class 
time to the needs of his students. 
Environment 
The classroom environment for 
the most part is up to the indi-
vidual instructor. For the indi-
vidual student an informal en-
vironment is more conducive to 
learning than a rigid formal 
situation. Students -should be en-
couraged to have class discus 
sions. When a professor reads 
from notes it becomes rather dif-
ficult to interrupt the lecture 
and ask a question. Students will 
be made to feel foolish by "wast-
ing class time and detracting 
from the material to be covered 
for the day." A student should 
not be put down for asking a 
question that may seem foolish or 
unimportant. Perhaps the student 
has difficulty in expressing his 
opinion or question, in which case 
it is the instructor's job to try 
and probe the student's mind in 
order to get at what he is trying 
to convey. Putting a student down 
has never encouraged anyb<>dy. 
If there is no time for students 
in a classroom situation, is there 
time for· the subject matter? 
Diminic Bordonaro has been 
n"amed to the new position of 
Director of Systems and Data 
Processing. Reporting to him· will 
be Gerald L. Buckland., new man-
ager of Data Processing. Buck-
land succeeds Addison W. Locke, 
who was recently appointed 
Director of Data · Processing at 
Elmira (N.Y.) College. 
Buckland and Bordonaro as-
sumed their positions at Ithaca 
College during the summer. 
As Director of Systems and 
Data Processing, Bordonaro will 
oversee the data processing oper-
ation, and will be responsible for 
design and programming of all 
~dministrative systems. 
Buckland's responsibilities as 
Manager of Data Processing in-
clude planning, organizing and 
administration of all operations 
performed by the cpmputer and 
associated equipment. Buckland 
will assist in the task of convert-
ing the college's present unit 
record procedures to the newly 
planned computer system. 
Bordonaro was formerly direc-
tor of administrative services in 
Cornell University's Office of 
Computer Services. Prior to as-
suming that position in February, 
1967, he was manager of business 
data processing in the Machine 
Records Division at Cornell. 
He has attended an extensive 
variety of technical schools and 
courses, including seminar work 
at Cornell and Syracuse Univer-
sity College, IBM administrative 
management schools and 16 
weeks of training in statistical 
and budgetary accounting at Den-
ver, Colorado. 
My custom on rounds was merely to nod courteously to 
patients not mine, and to stop and talk only to those whom \. 
was taking care of. But not Jim. He believed in making friends: 
with everybody, even other doctors' patients. Our fellow team 
members and I often jokingly accused him of trying to steal 
our cases even though th~y· were there free. . 
I was secretly hoping that for once he wouldn't pause, 
would hurry by the ugly brown-complected fellow. But I had 
to give up; he was already standing beside him. Suddenly l 
heard my friend say to me in a compassionate whisper: "Why, 
the poor bastard's blind, tool'' Then he touched the patient's 
hands to announce his presence: "Hello, I am Dr. Carpenter 
merely passing by. How are you feeling this afternoon?" ' 
It was just like-Jim to over-expect from people. It was ob. 
vious that the Ceylonese didn't understand. a word even though 
he nodded as if he did. My impulse was to draw my colleague 
along and continue with our rounds, but the thing that rooted 
me motionless, as it did him, was the absolutely peaceful and 
beautiful smile that the ugly man returned to us. It was his re. 
sponse to a- friendly voice. Unbelievable that such a tortured 
face could still want to smile! 
Jim looked about and quickly spotted a nearby patient 
whom he knew spoke English. He beckoned, and the bushy. 
haired man, fretting to keep his pajama trousers from falling 
( American sizes are usually too big for the modest-sized Cey Ion. , 
ese), shuffled in his sandals toward us, eager to help. Jim greet. 
ed him with an informal hand on a shoulder and without ex, 
planation ( high expectation again!): "Please ask him what hap-
pened? How in the name of God did this happen to him?" 
The interpreter obeyed. There was rapid Singhalese back 
and forth for several passages. Finally Jim's helper said: "He 
was a watchman. On night two years ago, while he was on duty, 
thieves came from behind a lumber pile and threw acid in his 
face. Then they stole what they wanted and fled." 
The friendly manner left Jim; a hardness came instead. The 
only one who continued to smile, a still untroubled and calm 
smile, was the ugly man. The interpreter continued: "He is on 
the Hope now because the American specialist is going to try 
and make the twisted eye-lids more presentable." 
which, on careful examination en-
compass most of the realm of 
teaching will be discussed. The 
three are Learning, Appreciation 
and Growth. We shall discuss 
each one separately. 
When we register for a course 
it costs us $40 per credit. The in-
structor assigns us a required 
book which is usually a hard-
covered model and may cost up to 
$10 or even more. No matter 
how hard it tries, a text can never 
replace the professor. A text-
book has not yet been developed 
that can go in front of a class-
room and lecture for fifty min-
utes. Although the text cannot 
replace the teacher, many a 
teacher thinks he can replace the 
text. Professors many times mis-
takenly believe that they are the 
translators or interpretors of the 
book. It is the individual student's 
responsibility- to read the as-
signed materials in the text. In-
structors do not have to take it 
upon themselves to read the book 
to us in class. The job of the pro-
fessor is to supplement the re-
quired reading, It is his task to 
add to what we have read with 
his own knowledge, pointing out 
to the students insights into the 
material and giving differing 
views. Of course many subjects 
are open and closed ones, in 
which case it is up to the profes-
sor to give the material in his 
own words - not the words of 
the readings we presumably have 
done. In any event the instructor 
should be open for questioning of 
materials that may be difficult. 
When we visit a museum we 
view things that are called "mas-
terpieces." Unless we have had 
previous art instruction, why a 
painting is called a masterpiece 
may remain a mystery. We are 
told what is good and what isn't, 
without any explanation as to 
why. The same applies to most 
subjects. We can go through a 
whole semester of poetry, for 
example, and not know what 
makes a good poem. It is there-
fore the occupation of the profes-
sor to point out not only what 
makes it good, but how those 
qualities are applied to the ma-
terial being covered. 
Bordonaro, honorably dis-
charged from the U.S. Air Force 
in 1953 with the rank of sergeant 
resides with his wife Maxine and 
three children near Etna, N.Y. 
Buckland was formerly super-
visor of production and control 
in Cornell's Office of Computer 
Services. Prior to July, 1967, he 
was a section head of computer 
operations in the Machine Rec-
ords Division at Cornell. He 
joined the Ivy League school in 
July, 1961, and received a series 
of promotions leading to his final 
supervisory position in 1967:·· 
For a full minute Jim didn't speak a word, his grey eyes 
sweeping the non-self-pitying slender figure. Then he came close 
and cradled both of his .open palms with the gentlest touch 
around the gaunt contours of the disfigured cheeks just a fleeting 
second, and stepped back. "Will you tell him . . . please tell 
him," he said in a low voice, looking squarely at the hideous 
scars, "that for thousands of years Man, including myself, h;1s 
Please tum to page 11 -· 
Learning is the prime object 
in most teaching situations. A 
professor should be experienced 
and capable in the presentation 
How one achieves these stand-
ards may vary from professor to 
professor. Such variables as in-
dividual personalities and the na-
ture of the course must be taken 
into consideration. 
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SNACKS 
DINNERS AS YOU 
LIKE THEM 
400 College Ave. 
Appreciate A Subiect 
Appreciation of a subject can 
only be accomplished after the 
learning process has been firmly 
established. Since nearly half of 
our courses are required it is 
almost imperative that some form 
COSENTINI SHOE REBUILDER$ 
117 NORTH AURORA - ITHACA 272 - 2900 
IJ>DCK UP IEVIER.Y DAY 
-at -
I. C. Cleaning Center 
Ground Floor Dorm 112 
Growth is a quantity that many 
of us will claim to have finished 
with upon the reception of a de-
gree. The question is, if we judge 
achieving full growth by the re-
ceiving of a degree, bow much 
growth went on while we were 
striving for our goal? 
Mental growth cannot be 
measured by tests of term papers. 
It is an intangible item. It is also 
a necessity if one wishes to attain 
Please turn to page 8 
for 
Contemporary and 
Early American 
Gifts in Iron 
visit 
THE IRON SHOP 
726 W. Green St. 
Buckland has had a Jong his-
tory of experience with compu-
ters, such as the IBM 1401 and 
the new IBM system 360. His 
technical education includes a 
nine-month course in data pro-
cessing at the Business Machine 
Institute, Binghamton, in 1960-
61, plus a variety of technical 
courses taken while at Cornell. 
Buckland and his wife 
live- in Newfield, N.Y. 
Due to an oversight, photo 
credits were left out of last 
week's paper. All photo-
graphs should be credited 
to Eric Shepard. Our apolo-
gies to him. 
We have just what an Ithaca College student needs. A 
brand new Florett 50 cc motorcycle that will handle 
your need for transportation up and down the hill. No 
more waiting for buses. For just $225 we can put you 
in the drivers seat and you can carry your friend in 
the buddy seat. 
It is here for you at ILF, 127 West State Street. 273-1000 
Photo by Peto Wilkins 
New Director of Residence Halls~ Harvey Huth. (Story .on pg. 1) 
BARNETl"'S 
STATE & CORN STS. 
Ithaca, N.Y. 272 - 9881 
ASIATIC GARDEN 
Chinese-American Food 
114 W. State St. 
272 - 7350 
CARRY OUT, ALSO 
ove Summer 
Company Orientation 
Forms for Frosh Held 
Ithaca College is the home of 
a new program, the Love Com-
pany founded by David Bachrach. 
The company, created this sum-
mer, offers an opportunity for 
students to save money by patron-
izing participating local mer-
chants' stores. These stores were 
chOsen because they offer a large 
selection of high quality mer-
chandise. 
The conscientious student can 
save an unlimited amount of 
money by using bis Love Card. 
The cards are honored by more 
' than twenty merchants who offer 
anywhere from 5% to 40% sav-
ings. A favorite among many stu-
dents is the Someplace Else 
Tavern which offers 10c drafts on 
Wednesday afternoons. Other 
stores included are Kline's Phar-
macy. Hal's Delicatessen, The 
Firestone Store, The Party Shop, 
Cone's Sub Shop, Lutton's Ofifce 
Supply, Pirro's Pizza, Carmine 
Zizzo Tailer, The Bullseye, The 
College Spa, Freeman's, Sporting 
Goods and Sportswear, State 
Street Gulf Station, Cayuga Car 
wash, Mayer's Smoke Shop, Pat-
ten's Jewelers, Schmaus Clothes, 
McNeil's Music, Sunrise Market 
and Northside Liquor and Wines. 
The cards are $3.50 each and 
can be obtained Monday, Wednes-
day and , Friday mornings from 
9-12 in the Union or from repre-
sentatives on campus or by 
calling the Love Company at 273-
5869. 
Battle in 
Chicago 
CIIlCAGO (CPS) - Late in the 
i' afternoon the day of the Battle 
~ of Michigan Avenue, Dave Del-
linger of the National Mobiliza-
tion Committee huddled with two 
representatives of the Chicago 
Police Department. He was ex-
plaining to them what tactics the 
"Mobe" was planning to use next 
and why, while the officers kept 
repeating, "This is no time for 
philosophizing." In the crush of 
people surrounding the summit 
conference, poet Allen Ginsberg, 
''.~ his voice hoarse from chanting 
and speaking, waved some flowers 
directly in the face of one offi. 
cer, saying with an intense look 
on his face, "You must take these 
flowers, it's most important that 
you take these flowers. You don't 
understand how important it is 
that you take these flowers." The 
,·'• 
' i' 
officer silently refused. 
Somehow that Dellinger-police 
meeting · ·symbolized the whole 
week. There was the refusal of 
the police to recognize individ-
uals, even in their most absurd 
conditions, the intense offer of 
reconciliation on the part of the 
Movement, a total lack of under-
standing of what the protest was 
or why it existed. And from that 
week, the Movement will go off 
on its own. 
The .radical political and cul-
tural groups - best known be-
ing Students for a Democratic 
Society and various _ guerrilla 
theatre troupes - which solidi-
fied and grew from last October's 
Pentagon march to Lyndon John-
son's withdrawal - now have 
t~eir best recruitment opportuni-
lies. In the last 18 months, Move-
ment groups have been forced to 
parallel practical established poli-
LEE1S GARAGE 
FOR: Repairs on all makes 
and models, including for-
eign cars, specializing in 
Volkswagen. 
N.Y.S_. Inspection 
Front End Alignment 
Electrical Tune-up 
Brake & Motor Overhaul 
402 S. CAYUGA ST. 
273 - 1821 Rear Entrance 
tics. Alternatives to McCarthy 
and Kennedy work had to com-
pete with the game of "system 
politics." Radical groups planned 
their activities as responses to 
calculated moves by Johnson, 
Humphrey, Daley, while carefully 
avoiding mention of Kennedy or 
McCarthy. 
Now, through the death of 
volunteer activity . on behalf of 
Presidential candidates, radical 
organizations no longer need to 
calculate moves by regular poli-
tics, and can now veer off on its 
own course. In the aftermath of 
the Battle of Michigan Avenue, 
it bas gained momentum and 
numbers. It has even gained legi-
timacy. 
A 
COMPLETE 
MUSICAL SERVICE 
0 
HICKEY'S 
MUSIC STORIE 
201 South Tioga St. 
Ithaca 272 - 8262 
CHANTDCLIEIER 
<> 
BEST SPAGHETTI 
AND STEAKS 
<> 
2nd Floor Rciom 
Available for 
Your Parties 
<> 
ST A TE AND CA YUGA 
272 - 9678 
Cards Are Righi 
IFor Every Occasion 
And So Is 
CCIHIAIRJJAN"S 
Corner of State and Tioga 
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"IT'lhree Accllded ft'o 
IPll.llb~ic DD'll{fo Strafff 
Receives 
Scores 
You don't have to be a millionaire to have 
. ... custom made suits ! .... 
CARMEN ZIZZO 
416 W. State St. - 272-6516 
Will make them for only $81 (including material) also: 
Ready made suits originally $80 now $65. 
Wool Sport Coats originally $55 now $45. 
SAY YOIU 
SAW IT 
IN THIE 
UTHACAN 
. 
~ 
r;,: > 
' 
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Editorial§ - - Staff vs. Student Parking 
A New Hope 
Student prorcsrs han· erupted 111 the past 
several years with mcreasmg frequency and 1r1-
te11s1t\'. Thev have occurred because of the 
changing ne~ds of students ;1nd the stagnant 
college and univcr~lly armosphere. One of 
the main interests of students in the twen-
1ierh century is concern for the events occur-
nncr m rhcir socictv. Yet the courses offered 
111 ~rnst American s~hool, do not deal with the 
critical issues ot today. Students also feel that 
they should have son~c responsibility for their 
education. This implies not only paying for 
what they arc lcarn1ng, but having a "piece of 
the action" that in most schools is created 
f,llld controlled by the administration and 
Board of Trustees. Thus the cry is heard for 
more student power in makrng decisions which 
range from building a gymnasium to deciding 
which courses will be offered. \Ve have all 
seen what frustrated students will do to get 
what they fee] are their rights, but we feel 
there is another wav to deal with these same 
frustrations and pr~blems. The solution is the 
Free University for Social Action ( F.1/.S·A:·). 
The constructive nature of the Free Umvers1ty 
allows it to actively offer courses which spring 
up from interest. Thus, we have a situation in 
which courses are called with a flexible schcd-
ulc and include interested persons and pro-
fessors. By denyin.e; the stifling atmosphere 
that some classrooms bring to a subject, the 
F.U.S.A. system pror1otcs discussion and free 
exchange of ideas. Furthermore, with the possi-
bility of drawing in outside speakers, the mem-
ber's of the Free University will have more say 
111 their education. All of this, of course, de-
pends on the participants. If Ithaca College 
proves itself again to be a group of apathetic 
students and faculty, then the Free University 
rs doomed, because its lifeblood is interest. 
However, we of the Ithpcan do not have so 
little faith in the students of this school. We 
believe in the Free University and endorse 
the positive way it might -bring timely and 
relevant experiences to its participants. And 
we like the way it will make Ithaca College 
a more lively and exciting place to get an 
education, as well as expanding the meaning 
of education. \Ve hope that it will act as 
a catalyst to bring changes in this institu-
tion in which we 2.rc all so involved. Finally, 
we add that we know well the burden or regu-
lar classes, but that we also know that what 
the Free University offers is more than excit-
ing courses; it is new hope. \Ve feel this hope 
rs sorely needed. 
The staff lot near the Terrace Cafeteria appears neatly paved for its occupants. 
Students having to park in either of the two mud lots near the Terrace L Lot 
are not quite as fortunate. Why? Must we pay ·$30 for the privilege of parking 
in this mud? · 
The Spectator 
by Pete Cowan 
The recent convention in Chicago presents a grave problem 
for many tried and true Democrats. The Democratic party has 
always attracted many local Americans who believe it can do 
no wrong. It is this type of voter who is now fighting the inner 
conflict. 
My grandmother is one. She would never have voted for 
anyone \MO wasn't a Democrat. I had an argument with her 
recently about this. I suggested the possibility that there might 
be one Republican who was better qualified for office than one 
Democrat. She refused to accept this so I offered a test. She 
finally agreed that although she wouldn't necessarily vote for 
Abe Lincoln, he might indeed have been a better man than 
Democrat Boss Tweed. 
Parents Weekend 
Plans Discussed 
As a result of extensive delib-
1erations held by the Parents' 
Weekend Committee, several sig. 
nificant innovations occur in this 
year's program as compared to 
past weekends. 
Free University: How is someone like this supposed to rationalize this year's Democratic fiasco? Can she blindly look the other way? The ans\..,·cr of course, is no. Any intelligent Democrat must face 
the fact that his party has lost much of its appeal. 
The most significant of the51! 
is the inclusion on Saturday 
morning, September 28, of the 
Honors Convocation. At that time 
the College will pay tribute to 
students now enrolled who have 
achieved academic distinction. In 
particular, all students whose 
present cumulative average after 
at least two semesters at Ithaca 
is 3.000 or higher will receive 
some form of recognition for this 
significant achievement. All of 
these students are urged to be 
present at the Convocation. lt9 s Goals and Purposes 
Introduction and purposes: 
As knowledge in the various academic .d!s-
ciplincs has become more ~nd more ~pectfrc, 
detailed and complex, material taught m class-
rooms has often seemed irrelevant to the im-
portant problems of modern life. At the same 
time this decade has seen the development of 
a widespread feeling that students sho1,1ld take 
an active role in their own intellectual de-
velopment. Responsible for self-education, 
they should help determine what they want to 
study and often should ac.tively participate ~n 
educating each other. Fmally tl~ere arc m 
American society today several cnses of stag-
gering proportions which all too often colleges 
fail to attend to and on which students m1ut 
focus their attention and useful social action. 
In order to attack these three concerns and 
to further a genuine spirit of community at 
Ithaca College, we hereby found the Free Uni-
versity for Social Action (FUSA). Basically 
FUSA will provide a series of "courses" which 
will begin by examining a problem and then 
move on to logical social action. For example, 
Mr. Gary Esolen, founder of ~ non-profit hous-
ing corporation in Ithaca, has agreed to direct 
a course called "Exploitation of Students and 
the Poor in Housing." After examining the 
problem toO"ether, students would go on to 
take conce;"i:cd, reasoned action to improve 
Ithaca housing conditions. 
"Courses" will be handled in the way best 
suited to the subject matter and students in-
volved. Occasionally this will mean a tradi-
tional classroom experience, but more typical-
ly the emphasis will be on field work, research, 
group discussion and student leadership and 
direction. In this way it is hoped that students 
and professors will become genuine colleagues. 
Issues examined will include those relevant 
to the I.C, campus, the local community, 
American society, and in general problems of 
the modern world. This broadened quest for 
knowJcdge and understanding will help pro-
mote a true university community. 
The basic purpose of FUSA is to provide 
new opportunities to the college community 
and in so doing to encourage a commitment 
by Ithaca College to broader and more timely 
education. 
Basic operative proced1ire: 
Our 'programs an structure will be flex-
ible and subject to change. Thus, classes will 
come into exitence in response to interest 
and will run informally. There will be no 
credit, or grades, since we feel that these 
things should not be stressed in the cudca-
tional process. Meetings will be arranged by 
the participants at their convenience. Fur-
ther, we will promote extra-classroom discus-
sions through lectures, films, and publications. 
\Ve will extend our activities to the Ithaca 
community in areas we feel would benefit stu-
dent and community alike. 
All members will have a part in the oper-
ation of the university. All FUSA members 
will participate in decisions with the guidance 
of a central committee. 
Programs: 
Although we stress flexibility and respon-
siveness, we have several specific programs to 
offer. · 
A. Classes 
1) Interdisciplinary courses. These are 
courses which combine various disci-
plines, eg. sociology, art, history, so 
'that we may study various topics such 
as "man's involvement in wars", etc. 
which are not offered at Ithaca Col-
lege but for which there might be a 
2) Instructive courses. These are subjects 
demand. Examples of this type of 
course are: "The history of Pop 
music," and "Black History." 
3) Workshops. These will be informal 
discussions and will be focused on 
specific and timely problems. Thus 
the focus will be, on preparation for 
future instruction. For example, there 
may be a workshop on musical instru-
ments. 
B. Activities 
In adition to our courses we will spon-
sor a number of activities which will 
be of benefit to the Ithaca College 
community. 
Comments, questions, and suggestions can be 
addressed to the Free University for Social 
Action ( FUSA), Box L-21, Ithaca College, 
Ithaca, New York, 14850. 
Tuesday, September 17, at 7:30 P.M., there 
will be a panel discussion of "Education and 
the Free University" in the Recreation room 
of Egbert Union, Ithaca College. By that time, 
a preliminary list of courses that FUSA will 
be offering this summer will be available. 
Central Committee of EUB 
John Beach-Chairman of EUB. 
Co-chairman of Orientation. 
Martha Garland-Instructor of History at LC. 
Campus Life Committee. 
Father Wm. Graf-Catholic Chaplin at I.C. 
Instructor of Psychology and Sociology 
at I.C. Graduate dept. Campus Life Com-
mittee. 
Benne Herbert-Treasurer of Students' Afro-
American Society. 
Dan Karson-President of Student Body. 
Chairman of Campus Life Committee. 
Susan Longaker-Editorial Board of the 
Ithacan. 
Peter Orville-Chairman of I.C. Students and 
Faculty Against the War in Vietnam 
(67-68). Editor of Peace. 
Diane Rosen--Chairman of EUB Issues Com-
mittee. Women's Head Counselor of Coed 
Dorm. 
Marylee Taylor-Dean of Women at I. C. 
Campus Life Committee. 
This is not to say it can never be regained and this does 
not entirely preclude the possibility of a Democratic victory in 
November. After all, Dick Nixon's "Never say live" history will 
aways prevent his being a shoo-in. Besides, how many of us have 
even found out what a "Spiro T. Agnew" is? 
It is true that the split amongst delegates and_ the handling 
of the convention have deeply hurt the party. It is also true 
that many non-affiliated voters may vote Republican because 
of Chicago. 
In other words, the Democrats this year are hurtin'. But 
the deepest wound is the doubt in the minds of the most loyal 
Democratic voters. In the words of Jimmy Breslin in a recent 
TV intervjew, "I was brought up to believe the Democratic 
party was founded by God but now I'm not so sure." 
Grading Clarified 
As a result of last week's news 
item in the Ithacan about the new 
policy which permits students to 
drop D's and F's in changing 
from one school to another for 
change of major, Provost Davies 
has issued the following clarifi-
cation: 
U.P.I. 
C.P.S. 
Most simply stated, the policy 
does not apply to students who 
changed their major prior to Sep-
tember 1968; it does not apply 
to transfer students; and it does 
not apply to students who en-
tered Ithaca College prior to Sep-
tember 1966. 
As is customary at the College, 
all freshmen on campus are ex-
pected, to attend the Convocation 
as a continuing part of their 
orientation to Ithaca College. 
As a second innovation, the 
committee tried to develop means 
by which faculty and parents 
might meet in a congenial atmos-
phere reflecting the spirit of the 
campus. To achieve this, parents 
have been invited to communi-
cate either directly with faculty 
members (or through their sons 
nad daughters) and invite these 
faculty members to share the 
Saturday luncheon with them in 
one of the three dinng rooms. It 
is important to note that students 
or their parents should initiate 
the invitation, and it was unani-
mously agreed by faculty mem-
bers on the committee that such 
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!A Taste of 
HONEY 
by Honey Stevens 
I remember September. I remember wa_lking about, beanie 
on heacl, name tag on collar, papers in hand, parents in to\',,. I 
rcml'rnber thousands no, it must have Ileen millions, of people, 
shouting, running, walking, talking, laughing, pushing, pulling. 
J remember a sea of blue and yellow heads all around and I re-
member straw hats like ships afloat on this sea. 
How confused and bewildered I was. Was it really happen-
ing? College - what is college? I remember a picnic lunch and 
I remember trunks and boxes being wheeled and carried down 
corridors. Girls passing in the hall, peeked in doors to sec what 
rhcir competition would be like. 
I remember introducing myself and tipping my btanie at 
least a hundred times. How excited, nervous, and shy I was. 
I remember saying good-by to my parents. It wasn't tearful, 
it wasn't painful -.there was no time for that. I was 700 miles 
from home and alone! What a feeling! I remember spinning 
·irouml and around in my room until I grew dizzy. Then I just 
jlllgged myself, looked at all the packing boxes and laughed out 
loud. So much to do! People to meet, places to explore, buses to 
ride papers to write, books to read, tea to drink, candy bars to 
ear 'notes to take, classes to attend, blue jeans to wear, friends 
to ;nake ... could there ever be too much? I was singing ... 
m:iking up the words as I went along. Whtre should I begin? · 
\Veil, a year has come and gone. It is May and I am going 
home. My room is filled with half-packed boxes and trunks. 
Books and papers clutter the floor. I am no longer a freshman. 
A blue and yellow beanie dangles from my mirror and I look 
:it it ... remembering. Where has the time gone? The seconds 
are even now ticking past and, though I want to try, I cannot 
That Was The Summer 'Il'hat Was 
by lauralyn Bellamy 
It was a summer that left the gritty aftert..1ste of defeats 
111 ont:'~ mouth; a summer that sucked in its cooling breezes 
and waited for the hear of txpccted violence. The violence came 
quietly, clawing the eyeballs and electrifying the consciences of 
soft, :;pongy America. In the master bedrooms, dens, liv\ng 
rooms. and playrooms of Mom and Dad America, the high 
whme of the TV warming up signaled another mstallmcnt of a 
wam opera called "Conventwn." 
"Convention" was a summer replacement for ~he variety 
show "\Vashington Wonderland."' "Convention" socked It to 
ya, laycd it on ya, and showed ya where it whuzat. It was a 
:;howcase for fresh comedy talent; who will ever forget Spiro 
Agne....,, Richard Daley, Harry Fonµ;, or Strom Thurmond, to 
name but a fcw 1 From the reel and blue balloons to the crushed 
red and blue skulls, 1t was a celebration of the v1~ual, tribal 
society triumphing over the reflective, linear culture. 
The importance of "Convi~ntion" lay in its ability to sell 
the reality behind such groovy phrases as "police bruta;1ty," 
··o_ut-o-order,'' "police state," and "party unity" ro contented, 
middle class \.fom ;ind Dad. fhey watched the cops club, prod, 
and drag young, idealistic, dcttrmined adults and -
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<Co 1!71,t em po ra ry S 0111t1Tl],d 
by Bob Joe 
Summer 1%8 wenr everywhere and nowhere musically. If 
music took any dir('ctwn at all Jt was psychedelic in nature. 
\Ve"II have to say psychedelic wnh reservatwns; ps:i,chedelic is a 
rather pas~e label, hut our society requires labels as 1t does 
clothing for its multitude of bod1e~, so let's be our of date for 
now. Anyhow, through sheer exposure, mosr ears became ac-
customed to Cream, The Vanilla Fudge, and Steppenwolf. The 
entire psychedelic movement n.:iche<l its commercial peak. Re-
spectable middle class husmessmen fell prey to beads and Nehru 
pckets. Can you 1mag111e! ! ( tsk, tsk) And speaking of capital-
i&ts, how about Rav Stevens' "Mr. Businessman?" If he's so 
righteous, I wonder ·what h(''ll do with all the money he's made 
from the record. 
But let's talk about trend~. Aside from the emergence of 
"way out" music, we fm<l qu1tL ;, conglomcradon. "Soul" held 
down a good portion of the sales and remained a vital creative 
source in a very unstable industry, yet has leveled off after a 
sky-rocketmp; spurt last year. Instrumentals have found new 
popularity in 1968, hegmnrng with Paul I\lauriat's "Love Is 
Blue" right up to tht current case of "Classical Gas" by Mason 
Williams. 
Pl!rhaps the most mteresting development of the summer 
has been the mergmg of the "Top 40" and the ''Easy Listening" 
surveys, Top 40 bemg your statwn, Easy Listening :\1om and 
Dad's. Many records, such as "This Guy's In Love \V1th You" 
,md "Turn Around Look At Mc" could easily be played on 
either type statwn without rhe1r respective executives having 
heart failure. 
reach out and grab them. I cannot h_old ?n to them. _ 
Finals are next week and then 1t will all be over. I am no 
} longer confused and bewildered. I am no longer excited, nervous, 
My god, doesn't that look just like Johnny Smith 
clown the block? - there - lower right-hand corner of the 
screen - just like him! ( Where'd he go to college?) No! 
They're beatmg him. look Jack, mv Goel! The kid's not 
doing anything, why don"t they stop. Christ; STOP HIT-
TING THAT KID! Oh God, Jack, turn the channel, I 
feel sick. Why do they all have to cover the same thing? 
Turn it off.-Disgusting, all the violence they h.1vc on TV, 
nowadays. But he did look just like Johnny down-the-block. 
Of course you know him, you used to drive him and Joey 
to the Little League every Saturday. I wish you'd talk to 
Joey about those sideburns when he gets back - I thought 
yuu knew where he went. Well yes, he said he'd be home 
Thursday or Friday - but he didn't say from where! God. 
Jack! TURN ON THE TV! 
For those material minded folk, album sales remained on 
rhe increase as we all become more affluent. Single! sales haven't 
fared quire as well. Until the record industry does somethmg 
to make singles more attracnve on a consumption basis ( like 
stereo), those cute little 45's will be stuck w1 th their terminal 
illness. and shy. . . . . September will soon be here again and so will I. This time 
I will watch other beanies cover the campus and I will wonder 
who they are and why they are and where they are from. I 
\\Jll watch them become a unit bound together through being 
freshmen. They will be singing ... making up the words as they 
i go along. Where shou_ld they begin? . . 
Like me, they will begm ... at the begmnmg. 
And so Mom and Dad watched The Tube, shaking their 
heads and looking at faces in the ci-iiwd they hoped they would 
not recognize. Tht!y watched into the early morning hours, and 
returned to watch the next night, and the next. Miami and Chi-
cago snake-danced, clubbed, and gassed a new reality into their 
consciouness, the reality behind those groovy phrases. 
For thosl! \\,ho would rather hear about people, not too 
much happened, baby, unless you call Herb Alpert's singing 
debut happening. The veterans, the Stonl!s and more recently 
the Bearles ( on their own bbcl yet), continue to turn out the 
best. 
Summer and music '6S. l\laybc a conglomerate, but then we 
did have a whole lot of music playing in our heads. 
JJlDYJE HE~JEW 
by Lorin Weigart 
CINEMA-Bandelero 
TEMPLE-Ulysses 
STATE-Hang 'Em High 
ITHACA-The Young Girls of Brocheford 
STRAND-Gone With The Wind 
A View-From The Left 
, 
by Kevin Brownell 
It would seem to thl! casual observer, considering the out-
standing show of class spirit put on by the gang from '71, that 
this year's frosh art! a conglomeratwn of uncheerful, hardened, 
professional students with about as much class rah-rahism as 
five turtles at a tiddly-winks tournament. And one may ask 
himself, "What kind of deadpans have we inherited this year?" 
-ILocal Artist §how§ 
Works at :n:c Museum 
An exhibition of recent paint-
ings by local artist Pat Musick 
is .on display through Sept. 21 at Sometime between eight general releases and a period of twenty-five or thirty years, "Gone With The Wind" has ceased 
to be simply a motion picture of gigantic proportions. What is 
l,.- now returning to theatres again is a mystique, a legend in the ·. entertainment industry that has never, ever been surpassed or :_·. duplicated. How in this age of "Doctor Zhivago's" and "Grand Prix's" can this four hour bit of nostalgia still wear the crown as the most beloved film of all time? It is downright irrational 
·~ l when in spite of the generation gap, teenagers start acclaiming 
Consider then the occurrences of this past summer. We 
watched with rather lumpy throats as one of America's most 
non-violent leaders, Martin Luther King, departed this veil of 
the Ithaca College Museum of 
Art, 120 East Buffalo St., Ithaca. 
tears by way of a sweeping act of violence. We saw, in all too Also on display at the Museum 
living color, the_ Kennedy California Campaign come to a is the American Federation of 
rather abrupt end in the Los Angeles Civic Auditorium. We Arts' traveling exhibition, "Small 
saw "Uncle Gene" slowly plucked to death as one after another Paintings for Museum Collec-
of his deservl!d delegate votes were effectively eliminated from tions." The Federation's collcc-
his following by the Democratic Party's machinery. tion was established in 1966 by 
himself in juxtaposition to his 
past. It is a search to understand 
our inner motivations and emo-
tions, and it portrays an aware-
ness of man's growing concern 
for his future." The exhibition, 
entitled "Continuum," also de-
picts a changing direction in Mrs. 
Musick's techniques and ma-
terials. 
Her work has been hung in 
one man exhibitions at Dart-
mouth College, the Hanover Gal-
lery, Kimball Union Academy, the 
Gallery and Warren Wilson Col-
lege. She has exhibited her work 
with others at the New York 
World's Fair, at Boston's Sym-
phony Hall and at Cornell Uni-
versity. 
1 rhe same things their parents did three decades ago. \Vhat keeps t "Gone With The Wind" coming back? 
1 The answer is simply timelessness. Like a fine painting, the 
virtues and attributes of "Gone With T'he \Vind" are eternal. 
The experiences, loves, hates, and agonies are universal. The 
forces that brought the Civil War arc the samt forces which 
drive us into the jungles of Vietnam today. 
But, probably most disturbing, we saw one week of poli- Mrs. McCauley Conner in memory 
tical bossism and totalitarian tactics railroad a still stunnl!d lof her father, Barklie McHenry. 
Democratic Convention into a strongly divided mass of broken Mrs. Musick's work, in oil and 
heads and broken dreams. We saw an incompassionate, irrespon- 1
1
acrylic polymer, has been strong-
sible, old man allow 15,000 armed lawmen to assume storm ly influenced by current events. 
troops, powers, a high-sign which ultimately led to the effec- \In her own words she says her 
rive destruction of any concept of free cxprl!ssion which may work expresses "a belief that 
have been had by demonstrators or delegates. \Ve saw some of \man may see and understand 
Chicago's Finest take it upon their omnipotent selves ro dec1dl' 
I 
It may sound like coffeehouse graffiti, but Scarlett O'hara 
lives. So does Rhett Butler. Look around you. You can set! their 
qualities in everyone, maybe not as distinguished or profound, 
but they are there. Scarlett O'hara, the desiring, willful and 
bitchy southern belle falling -in love with everyone except the 
man who can make her happy, and Rhett Butler, the charming 
Yankee gentleman .wanting only to have Scarlett, arc unforget-
table products of sheer literary genius. - -
This timdessness has changed nothing. Melanie is the same, 
loving Scarlett no matter what she does to hl!r, even taking 
her husband Ashley. Rhett still stays with Scarktt, hoping may-
be to change her. And still there is Tara, the only remaming 
symbol of the South that used to be. 
which stories would be heard bv the American Public, those of , 
the news ml!dia or those issul!d by '.vlayor Daley "s office. And 
all of this right there in YOUR livmg room 
Who can blame the freshman class for lookmg or actmg ~o 
seriously. They have come to this center of higher education I 
with all this freshly engraved into their memories and wantmg 
to do something about it. They have come and they have seen. 
Now, they want to conquer. This writer ~ay~ welcome ro rhe 
fold. Let's go gct'em Frosh! 
It's all the same as the first time I've seen it, but I still 
try to dissect the strange magic between the clements of this 
film. I still try to analyze Scarlett or place the charm of Rhett.\ 
I still wonder why the depiction of war and deterioration chills I 
me. Or why I feel a loss when Scarlett rl!turns to Tara ·only to 
find a way of life gone. I J!:UCss I know her fr~>m somewhere and! by George Budin 
on_cc loved something that could never be mme, and lost ~ome-: \Ve'rt back ... For you Fro~h 1t's "\Ve're here ... " The: 
thmg that could neve~ be rep_laced. . . I question I propose 1s, where 1s here? Accordmg to the Dilling- 1 
But I do know for certain that no ot~er motwn pictt!re, ham Unabridgl!d, rh1s 1s Ithaca College, locattd on Ithaca's!\ 
however powerful or colorful, however grand •n scope or mean mg South Hill, an institut1Pn for h1ghtr learning. founded in I 892 
has e_ver had the same effec_t on me or_ so ,many ot_her people. hv \Villiam Egbert I 
Nothmg c~n compare, nC? matter h'.:w wide a_ screen It ~o;~~ts or ' Various other schools of thought on rh1~ campus have other I 
how loud tts ste~eophom_c ~ound. Gone_ \Vith the Wmd was definitions of the word Ithaca College. A sort of round about 
even alter_ed. to fit the bill 1_n _that area 1_n the l.~st release. But , definition is given to this collegt by coeds Friday and Sarurday 
th~se are inc1dei:itals. What 1s important 1s that_ Gone \Vith the I nights. By thi~. I mean on said nights the phrase "it's close 
\Vmd" was destined from the very_outsct to hecom<: the grearcst I to Cornell" usually rders to rhc social opportunities afforded I 
and most belove~ picture of _all time_, and that st ill holds true\ rarher than to rhc proximity of Cornell's excellent library. The I 
t_o~ay. It's back m town agam. See It and become part of the I phrase ''it's rough" is often heard from somt student~ 111 some J 
livmg legend. n1a1or~ of studv. However, in after hour hull sessions, I have I 
hc;;rcl rhis phr;;sc·uscd to describe! other qualitits of this colll!ge 
such as the curfew policy, liquor policy, and other akin pol1c1es. THE E.U.B. ISSUES COMMITIEE 
will hold a panel discussion on 
"THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DEMOCRATIC 
CONVENTION" 
with John Marcham, delegate to the convention, David 
Radin, student involved 'in the demonstrations and a 
member of the Ithaca- Police Force 
MONDAY 
8 P.M. 
B-102 
·------------------------' 
I Parents commonly use the same phrase 1f they arc paying a larire portion of ''junwr's'" cxpenses and arc asked how they 
I 
manage. 
Two common cxpresswns scemmgly synonymous with Ith-
aca College b~· now art! '·I.C.C.C." (Ithaca· Colltge Country 
I Club) and "stark raving apathy."' I sit on no pulpit as I write ! but it strikl!s me as appropriatl' that \\ hoever thought up those 
I 
witty littlic_ slogan~ for rhe incoming Freshmen might h:1ve hit 
on a solution rhat goes one bcrrer than the almost academic 
phrasl' "get involved."' I refer specificall~· h> "GIVE A DA\IN!"' 
~ 
Plan to go to the Grand Opening next 
week . . . of the newest, most unusual, 
most original new ladies' shop in Ithaca 
(or New York or Paris, for that matter!). 
Decor with a blending of color and design 
that's a work of art ... fashions with one /L-!,, 
o;:/c, foot in the future. Don't miss ill 
146 E. State St. 
Ithaca, N.Y. 
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the Gn•ek Community at Ithaca and to all 1·eturning upperclass- .planned are house recitals and f~
1
.· 
College, a group of organizations men. We hope the summer fall weekend activities. -1 
of which we are extremely proud brought a welcome change to Phi Mu is located in Terrace:~ Gr.eek Columns 
to bt' members. cveryom• and that the coming 12 B (24 B, old notation), and all 
Delta Phi Zeta , been a successful one for the I the department. We have returned this fall year will at least start out with new music students arc wekorne 
by Cheri Kroft 'brothers and was highlighted by We would like to 1nv1te you tol with many new and exciting plans fresh ambition. to come up and wander around 
The sisters of Delta Phi all\ parties given by Steve Schwartz- I come and see the new perform- for a year of activities promoting We arc the largest National Watch for bulletins in the musi; 
managt•d to make it back for, reich and .Jim San Marco. 1 mg arts center which is located Greek Unity, one of our main Music Fraternity, and one of the building concerning recitals and :; 
another year at 1 c. and it"s great! With regret Pi Lam announces i at the West Entrance to the cam- sorority goals. lch:ias for work- largest greck letter organizations open.houses! -: 
to be touethcr again We are now! that brother KPn Kaufman, who I pus. The Radio-Television Dept. ing toward our other goals of in the world. Phi Mu's purposes 
settled in our new house which: until this fall was Assistant Di rec- 1 and the South Hill Broadcast service to the college and the are to advance the cause of Music 
is located in Terrace One, former- [ tor of Admissions for _Itha~a Col- Center are located on the ground ~urrounding community arc be- in America, to foster the mutual 
Iv known as Dorm I3. The first; lege, has moved to California. We floor of the new building. Most mg formulated, too. welfare and brotherhood of stu-
f.ew nights back proved that this'. will miss_ h(s company and con· of the Brothers and Sisters arc . We are looking foward to meet- dents of music, to develop the 
should be another good year for. slant a~s1stance. participating in the Broadcast mg all Ithaca College woml'n stu- truest fraternal spirit among its 
rallymg and a bad year for, The first weekend of the school Activities of the College Radio dents - transfers, freshmen and members, and to encourage loyal-
grades! yl'ar saw the return of brothers Stations undc>r the direction of upper classmen - at our rush ty to the alma mater. 
The past weekend saw the re- Chuck Kelly, Ray Adelman, Joe the general station manager, Jim parties that are coming up this At present, eleven of our 
turn of several alumni sisters, Badeh, .Jim Updike, Jon Height, Coons, President of the Alpha Septembe1·. Why not stop in and seniors are out for eight weeks 
and more will be visiting us in Bill Cook, and Bob Poretti, and Omega Chapter of AEP. say hello? of teaching music in the public 
the weeks to come. Plans are al- the introduction of our new mas- Some of the fraternity mem- ----- schools - so· as acting president 
ready underway for our second cot. Wierd Harold. Many alumni bers gave tours to the incoming we have Dick Shenton, filling in 
annual Alumnae Weekend, as plan to return throughout the fall Freshmen during the Coilege Phi Mu Alpha for Paul Goldstaub. Dick is now 
well as a party in the near future. to the. numerous parties that will Orientation Program, although Delta Chapter of Phi Mu Alpha planning the details of our Fall 
Sigma Alpha Nu 
by Muggs 
The brothers of Sigma Alpha 
Nu would like to welcome all the 
incoming freshmen and wekorne i 
back what is left of the upper. 
classmen. Many of the Sanny · 
brothers made their presence 
felt during Orientation and need. 
less to say the frosh were 
"oriented." 
well 
1 
i 
l Please Turn to Page 7 Congratulations to our sisters compr1se this year's social calen- they had to remain fairly quiet extends its greetings to all in- Recital with our Recital Chair-
Wendy White, Jackie Palmer, and, car due to the fact that there are no coming freshmen music majors, man, Keith Ripka. Also being 
:'llary Ann Topichak, who became '[ ----- doors on the AM or FM studios. ~------------------------------ f 
engaged over the summer. Alpha Epsilon Rho And, they probably will not arrive WELCOME TO FONTANA COUNTRY 
Delta Phi would like to we!-' by Cluadia Pelegan before some time in November 
.......... ·-f ·: I 
DIAMONDS ! I : t I : 
come back all students and wish Alpha Epsilon Rho is the Na- (and, hopefully, November of this 
you all a good year, and we ex- tional Honorary Radio-Television year!). 
tend a special welcome to all Fraternity whose members are 
freshman and transfers. chosen on the basis of superior 
academic standing and profes- Tau Alpha Mu 
sional abilities in the field of by Jo Anderson 
Pi Lambda Chi , radio and television. All of the The sisters of Tau Alpha Mu 
by Brewster Ely : Brothers and Sisters of AERHO, wish to welcome back students, 
Pi Lam extends a hearty wel- Alpha Omega Chapter, would like both new and old, to the Ithaca 
come ?ack to ail I.C. students to take this opportunity to wel- College Campus. We are especial-I 
and wishes the best of luck to come back all the returning I ly happy to be back since we now 
the freshmen. Radio-TV majors at IC and also 1
1 
have our own house Terrace 4-A 
The summer appears to have welcome the_ new members into; This makes us offic/ally a part o? 
Elecil'rocaB fJ>robBems wofth 
Y ourr Foreign Car ? 
SEE THE 
Whitey Bennett Jack Paveling 
ijlHACA IM·PORTS 
"HOME OF HIGH PERFORMANCE" 
1020 TRIPLAND TERRACE, ITHACA 
273 - 1785 
Howard 
Johnsans oz 
· Route 13 
Ithaca / ,,~C~o;;r:i't1i:a:;;n;,d;r:===: 
Absolutely I Nolhing is too good for our girls. We give them our all in fabric ~ _/I 
tailorin~, color, fit, desi~n. If that isn't enough to spoil them, the price is. '£-.-ti.u ~et:: 
Leather trimmed, block and wh,ti, Jumper,about $27, 3 to 15. Whito ribbed wool turtleneck about $11 32 to 40 I 
Forfree .. Are Country Set girls spoiled?" button.write Country Set Inc., DepLC, 1407 Broadway, New York. • 
Country Set clotlle• are aold al the alceal atorea In town. 
WHERE YOU GET A BOOT OUT OF BEING ALIVE 
FONTANA'S SHOE SALES & REPAIR 
Ithaca's finest array of boots by Acme and Verde. Ele-
gance derived from "simplicity". Soft glove leather with 
shallow dip styling. Handsome boots, in all styles, for 
men and women. 
401 Eddy Street 
Open Daily 8 • 6 - Friday Nights 'til 9 
Collegetown 
272 • 2080 
A FULL 
SERVICE 
BANK 
TRUST COMPANY· BANKING 
HOURS ARE FOR YOU! 
MAIN OFFICE* 
110 N. Tioga St. 
DRIVE-IN* 
E. Seneca St. 
INSTALMENT LOAN DEPT. 
Main Office 
TRIPHAMMER OFFICE* 
Triphammer Shopping 
Center 
WEST END OFFICE* 
W. Seneca St. at Fulton 
PLAZA OFFICE 
S. Meadow St. at 
Elmira Rd. 
TRUMANSBURG OFFICE* 
Trumansburg, N. Y. 
0 24-Hcur-Tellcr Depository 
-
9 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
Monday thru Thursday 
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. Friday 
8:30 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Monday thru Friday 
9 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. 
Monday thru Thursday 
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. Fri~ay 
10 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Monday thru Thursday 
l O a.m. - 5:30 p.m. Friday 
9 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
Monday thru Thursday 
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. Friday 
9 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
Monday thru Thursday 
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. Friday 
9 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
Monday thru Friday 
4 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. Friday 
Member Federal Reserve System 
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Carp. 
Carefully 
Selected for 
Color, Cut and 
Clarity 
--
' . . ' 
• I 
~ ........ ___ -
OUR 50TH YEAR 
I 
I 
t 
t 
1 ·
l 
I 
t 
+ 
' VISA and LUY + 
! f CARDS HONORED t 
i. _____________ ..,.t 
Giant 
Poster 
lrom any photo 
•Send any black & white or color 
photo (no negatives) and the name 
-Swingline .. cut out from anySwinglinc 
package (or reasonable facsimile) to: 
POSTER-MART. P.O. Box 165, 
Woodside, N. Y. 11377. Enclose Sl.95 
cash, check, or money order (no 
C.0.0."s). Add sales tax where appli-
Able. 
Poster rolled ,me! mailed (post-
paid> in sturdy tuhe. Original matc-
~ial returned undamaged. Satisfaction 
auawntced. 
Get a 
Swingline 
Tot Stapler 
~-::1' 
hnchuhrig 1000 ,.tnplr'\I 
Luri:,rr -.u,. CUB f>t.,k 
S!Oplcr only $S,f»9 
UnP,nd1t1nnalJ), 1:11:n;1nt1·~tl. 
At on)' ,1011v11,•r), "afl('l)' or hook store. 
...$'~ INC. 
LQtJC l.!-LAl'\D CH'V, NY. 'U:>t 
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li 
n 
fl 
~yluun ]!{ills 
1757 Slaterville Road 
DINNER 
5:00 to 9:00 
CLOSED SUNDAYS 
Steaks, Sea Foods, 
and Roast Prime Ribs 
Specialists in 
PARTIES-AND BANQUETS 
GREEKS Continued 
Our annual summer session 
was held on Long Island this 
year and was a time to remem-
ber. Friday night President Alan 
Hyman held a party at his home 
in Plainview which was high-
lighted by an 8 foot hero, re-
named the Levin-burger. Satur-
day all the brothers met at Bel-
mont Lake State Park and took 
to the high seas in rowboats. At 
the end of the skirmish, Sanny 
emerged wet but victorious. That 
night we hit Palisades Park 
where some of the more courag-
ous brothers attacked the rides. 
It was the culmination of a great 
weekend. 
Sanny's social calendar picks 
up where it left off last year 
with our first party tomorrow 
night at Groton Rod and Gun 
Club. The brothers would like to 
invite all students, faculty, etc. 
to the Sanny sponsored rock 
dance in the rec room Friday, 
September 20. An abundance of 
beer and music will be on hand. 
There will not be a bold lag in 
our social activities for the re-
mainder of the semester. 
MOE & WILL 
Patr<?nize your Campus barbershop 
Basement of Dorm 12 
across from Pat's Tailor Shop 
"Happy" invites you and your cllate to meel!' 
Bloody· ~ary, for SOc, Saturdays from noon 
'til 7, at the ... 
1 os· N. Aurora St. 
P.S.-Don't forget to join the Mug Club. 
Delta Kappa 
by Brian P.11ttorson 
The Brothers of Delta Kappa 
wish to extend a hearty welcome 
back to all upperclassmen and a 
warm greetings to incoming 
freshmen and transfer students. 
We hope that your years at Ithaca 
College will prove to be as edu-
cational and rewarding as they 
have been to the brothers. 
At this time we woid like to 
congratulate Mac McCloskey, Con-
rad Jurgens, Neil Lane, Chuck 
McQuillan, and Bob Munn on 
their marriages, an also congra-
tulations to Charlie Miracle and 
Wendy White on the announce-
ment of their engagement. 
The brothers were visited this 
week by Dave (Squatter) Hum-
phreys who is on leave from the 
army before he is to report to 
duty in Vietnam. Dave will join 
two other brothers from the 
class of 1967, Bob Herlihy and 
Bob Eddy who are on their tours 
of duty at the present time. The 
brothers wish to extend the best 
of luck to Dave and the other 
brothers in the future and look 
forward to their prompt and safe 
return. 
Our annual summer meeting 
was once again held at John De-
Martinos cottage near Old Forge, 
New York. In attendance were 
many of the new brothers as well 
as several of the alumni. Eating, 
drinking, swimming, and water 
skiing were the featured events 
on this summer's business agen-
da. We had several of the 
brothers that excelled in each 
of these categories. ·Particularly 
John DeMartino who ate 17 
pounds of sausage in one sitting, 
Matt Schiro who with three life 
preservers on still insisted on not 
going into the water, and too 
numerous to mention were those 
who excelled in drinking. 
A reminder to all men on the 
Ithaca College campus that rush-
ing will soon start. So make your 
plans now for attending all rush 
parties. · 
Also this week, the brothers 
have scheduled their annual 
school-wide dance for Friday, 
September 13, in the Union Rec. 
Room beginning at 8:30 p.m. 
Featured will be the new sound 
of Bobby Comstock and the 
Counts and a Happy Hour from 
8:30 to 9:30 with 10c draught 
beer. 
Theta Alpha Phi 
by Alice Cohen 
Homeless though we be with 
the new theatre in the works, 
the members of Theta Alpha Phi 
look back on active summers and 
ahead to future productions. 
During the vacation months, sum-
mer stock activity occupied the 
membership in such paces as: 
The Charlotte Summer Theatre, 
Lake Placid Playhouse, Town and 
Country Playhouse, and Sunshine 
Playhouse. The Ithaca College 
drama department had a very 
successful season, its third, with 
its resident company, The Vine-
yard Players of Martha's Vine-
yard in Massachusetts. 
On the list of up-and-coming 
events for the fraternity is the 
annual tea for incoming drama 
students, the organization's first 
dramatic offering to be produced 
CODDINGTON 
CARRY-OUT 
aw 
-¥.1~ 
124 Coddington Rd. 
WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE 
Sandwiches - Complete Dinners - Pizza 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEIC 
4:00 to 12:00 
CALL 272 - 1379 
in early October, and th<? tradi-
tional children's show. The mem-
bership would like to greet all 
freshmen and transfer students 
in drama, looking toward the 
completion of the Arts Center 
and an incomparable theatrical 
season at Ithaca College It's good 
to be back! 
W~Cta-AM 
intrrodh.oq:es 
New IForm~fr 
by Rich Newberg 
WICB AM introduces a new 
format! Basically, what this 
means to you, the listener, is 
more music. We have taken on 
the Drake Format, employed suc-
cessfully by WOR-FM (Manhat-
tan and a number of other popu-
lar stations throughout the na-
tion. Our Sound 60 Survey will 
chart the hits as they break. 
Golden hits of yesterday will not 
be forgotten. News breaks will 
be 20 minutes before and after 
the hour. News Director Mitch 
Davis will focus "20/20 News" 
on Ithaca College campus events. 
Commenting on the new for-
mat, AM Program Director Jim 
Chirumbolo said: "Our new pro-
fessional sound is geared to enter-
tain the audience consistently. 
Without a doubt, WICB will be 
the hottest campus station in the 
country." Keep phoning in those 
requests (3216 or 3217) and con-
tinue to enjoy the sound of "Now 
Radio 60!" 
''The Sound of The Good Life" 
emenates from the WICB-FM stu-
dios on a daily basis. The Good 
Life functions on a balanced 
musical format, blended to suit 
your every-day moods. During 
the dinner hours, Limelight pro-
vides music to relax to .... a 
ITHACA 
s 
SERVICENTER 
Official Inspection Station 
<> 
Complete Car Service 
!Pick Up and Delivery 
<> 
PHONE 273 - 3261 
335 E. State St. 
11~~ MOMOSU . .15 SUTUAYQO~ ~~ 6\ff?O~ 
~~~ ~ WT 0~ 9UG~ 000 Ouo 
smooth, soft, sound that's easy 
to digest! Suddenly we go up 
tempo on an Evening Escapade. 
Open up for a taste of Rock, wiff 
of Jazz, and a good hearty morsel 
of up temp.>, vocal and instru-
mental selections. Wookond (Sat,. 
urday and Sunday) follows the 
same format. 
On the lighter side of tllis 
musical menu is Duct. With a 
cup of coffee at hand, sit in on 
the weekly chat between Claudia 
Pelegan and Stew Hillner. Bob 
Shulman will shower you with 
goodies fresh off the shelf on 
Saturday night's Wonderland. 
Sunday night from 9:00 p.m.-
2:00 a.m., Chuck Adams takes 
you on a magical mystery tour 
of the world of Rock. 
Finally, for the mid-night 
snack, you'll want to tune in with 
Tom Hill. Tom's show has a dis-
tinct flavor . . . . he even makes 
last year's jazz leftovers seem ap-
petizing! Join Tom Hill Some-
where In The Night Thursday at 
9:00 p.m. 
Be sure to include WICB-FM 
in your daily diet. Bon Apetite! 
GOP Tc Meetl' 
The Ithaca College Young Re-
publicans will soon be holding 
their first meeting of the school 
year, club president Charles Lein-
berry announced today. 
The meeting, open to all stu-
dents interested in becoming poli-
tically active, will be held in 
Friends Hall on Monday evening, 
September 16, at 7:30. 
At the meeting the club's plans 
for the current year will be dis-
cussed. 
President Leinberry, speaking 
on behalf of the club's officers, 
promised an exciting year, and 
urged all interested students to 
attend. 
1'.urora Jnn 
~
Since 1133 
Auro:a-on-C.yli&a Laite 
Home of 
Well• Colkr,e 
ROOMS O "000 0 L.OUNGIB 
Sunday 11-10, 12:30-3:30, 5:30-1 
treekdaI',s'=i~~~2i 11-1 
Owned by_Wella Collep 
OP/EN IBOWUNG 
NEW 
HTIHACA 180Wl 
ELMIRA ROAD 
<> 
24 LANES 
20 BILLIARD TABLES 
COCKTAIL LOUNGE 
SNACK BAR 
Let's Form A 
College League I 
CAU 272 - 1922 
Lou Barnard - Gen. Mgr . l~ 
.:;,,·---------------------------' ._ _________________________________ __J 
, I 
,1 
~ 
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PROFESSOR (Continued) 
the next level of development. 
Growth in a field of knowledge I 
includes, or rather is, the broad-
ening of one's horizons by giving j 
one a greater awareness and per-
ception of the subject. The end 
product will be seen in the ma-
turity of the student. 
A professor can achieve this 
goal by taking the subject and 
putting it into some kind of a 
context. Men learn by the mis-
takes of others, the student 
should learn in the same way. In 
a history course, for example, a 
particular event probably oc-
curred more than once, a revolu-
tion, let's say. It would enhance 
the course if other revolutions, 
failures, and successes were dis-
ucssed to see how men have 
changed the concept of revolu-
tion, and what has happened to 
it today. Or in math, students 
make mistake·s, and so do mathe-
maticians. It would help most stu-
dents' growth by seeing some of 
the wrong theories and dead ends 
that have been run into on the 
way to developing the math be-
ing studied in class. 
Every professor has his own 
special method of teaching which 
he probably regards as being the 
"best." No matter what method 
an instructor uses the most effec-
tive teacher is one, as a member 
of the Social Science department 
likes to believe, who can make 
himself useless in the quickest 
possible time. 
Reprinted from tho Pace College 
Press. 
Donohue - Halverson 
Inc. 
PLUMBING AND HEATING 
<> 
Estimates Cheerfully Given 
<> 
602 W. Seneca St. 
273 - 3393 
BE WISE" 
USE CLASSIFIEDS 
CALL :X:3260 FOR CLASSIFIEDS 
-------
\\"E RENT ~!OST AXYTHI!\<. 
l"NIT~:1> RE:-.T ALL 
:rn:1 Elm1r., R<l 
AR :l-1807 
EXPEIUE!\CED I>R,~DIER - \\",,h,.s 
[/(la~1·r udu 1t roc·k ,:roup ('n!J :?7:.!-
MONDAY NITE 
Plank Steak Specialties 
THURSDAY NITE 
Authentic G~eek Specialties 
THE COLLEGE SPA 
216 E. State St. 
Taylor Named Dean ·of Women DEADLINE 
ITHACA, N. Y. - Marylee Tay-
lor has been named new Dean of 
Women at Ithaca College suc-
ceeding Dean Helen Hood. Miss 
Taylor served as Assistant Dean 
of Women since August, 1966. 
Her duties at Ithaca College 
since 1966 have included work 
with the womens' residence halls, 
particularly with undergraduate 
dormitory advisors. She has been 
the Dean of Students office repre-
sentative on the Egbert Union 
Board, and is currently _treasurer 
of the United Christian Fellow-
ship organization on campus. 
Miss Taylor helped form and is 
an administrator of the Ithaca 
College Educational Opportunity 
Program. The EOP's purpose is 
to help more students gain admit-
PATTERSON'_S 
1=1 
WASHING AND 
GREASING 
Cor. Buffalo and Aurora 
SUNDAY - 7 P.M. tancc to Ithaca College whose 
socio-economic situation or aca-
demic background would other-
wise seriously limit their oppor-
tunity to attend college. The pro-
gram involves special recruit-
ment, admissions, financial aid, 
academic assistance and counsel-
ing. 
' 
All Stories Features 
Greek Columns Columns 
LEAVE ALL COPY AT 
UNION DESK OR AT ITHACAN OFFICE 
-
KLINES PHARMACY 
A native of California; Miss 
Taylor received her B.A. degree in psychology from the Univer-
sity of California, Berkeley, in 
1964. In 1966 she earned her M.A. 
degree in student personnel ad-
ministration from Cornell Univer-
sity. 
For every $3 purchase you receive 
_a large box of fac:ial tissue. 
WE HONOR LOVE CARDS 
we CASH CHECKS 
-
-----Miss Taylor is a member of 
Phi Beta Kappa and Pi Lambda 
Theta. 
THIS YEAR 
112 N. Aurora St. 
EAT BETTER - FOR LESS 
Colonel Sanders is Offering You 
FRE-E MEALS 
AT 
ICt11tMek11 fried CkiektK® 
704 West Buffalo Street 
Ithaca, N.Y. - Ph. 273~8444 
Here's How To Get Your FREE MEALS 
Pick up a college "STU.DENT SPECIAL" Card 
at your Kentucky Fried Chicken store 
BUY 5 SNACK OR DINNER BOXES 
6th WILL BE FREE DINNER 
SAVE AN EXTRA 50¢ 
Bring in this Ad. - Get Your "STUDENT SPECIAL" Card ·_ 
G~T 50¢ OFF ON FIRST BOX PURCHASED 
Cornell Laundry 
1i0PS ON !LAUNDRY AND DRY CLEANING 
Guaranteed 
Same Day Pick Up and Delivery 
tt11il' Pat's Tailor Shop 
Basement of Dorm ]2 
(Men's High Rise) 
Hll'il By 9:30 - Back By 4:00 
U:o,r IE1tfra Fast Service - 11Give us a ttryu 
Main Plant - 5_.27 W. State Streefl' 
273 - 3561 
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"!EDUCATION AND THIE IFREIE UN IVIERSITY" ~iilHIAC/A 
~ M !PORTS 
Tuesday, Sept. 17 - 7:30 P. M. - Rec. Room ~ ~ ~CCIO ~ 
.uiaAc::::=:1 IJl:II • 
2 7 3-1 7 0 5 c::ma ...., 
Ill If At TNI 
SALES CHECK 
YOUR EYE-CUE FUSA Course list Will be Available (See Editorial) c, ... , ... o •••••• SERVICE WltllepD••••" 
RELIVING TIIE ELEGtANCE ANO PI.EASU\i~ 
OF DINING.OUT IN A B'IGONE ERA: 
PAllTS 
JOE Cl~SCMl'S INCOMPARA6~ NEW 
RESTAU~NT IN TME R.ECONSTRl)C.TEO 
PI\SSEN&ER lERMIHALOF TlolE" AIANDOMED 
RAlLClOAO •.• \T'S CAlLet> 
BERT ICRASS\N ... LlCENSED OPTICIAN 
_/ 
HOURS: 
9 - 5:30-DAILY O 9 - 'D SAT. 
,,,MEET TNE .SUPERMRRK£7 WNERE CUSTOMERS 
AND C1JSTOMER-OWNER5 SHRRE THE PeOF1Ts 
0~ SELLING QIJALIT'I FIJfJD Ar ~eNSONA8l£ 
PRICEs,,eve2y DAY.· 
TME CO·OP FOOD STORE 0 G,09 W.CLINTON 
OPEN YOUR:~~~~AL THRIFTICHECK ACtOU~l 
(..4MER/CP'$ ~ow.esr-cosr CIIECKINGACCOUNT.~~/) 
FREE xc CA,\eGIC.BOO~ GOVeRS ,11 vou~c#O,cG oP- srYi!.l:$ 1 
¾tlr FAe,u .. ~ AMO STAf'S: AU A~ we~M~ ... 'IDU'&.4.. J~r MA'4e lb faANt(. 0~ -n-ta S~ME $\'d)e 
01= ™E G&lWATl~ 6APA\WE! 
1HE STA'TlON 
Give 
CD Route 13 
llhoca , ,racat'm!tlicmand-d == 
Damn! / 
,---------2. .__ _____ ___. 
THE 
'MftOliS' t N N 
1230 DANBY ROAD 
WELCOME BACK 
Stop in and say Hello ! 
Prop. Dick Bethke I.C. '51 
HODDA 
New and 
Used 
<Cycles --·~,.- -~ 
a\., ·-t #, ,_~ 
i!~f;~~i~~·' l't,~"; 
Complete line of New IHlondas 
Pine Valley Motors, Inc. 
ITHACA SHOPPING PLAZA Phone 272 • 4912 
Open Tues. - Fri. Noon to 8 p.m. 
Sat. 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Have Your Eyes 
Examined Regularly , •• 
Only two eyes to last ar. entire lifetime! See that 
they are examined every 12 months by a trained 
specialist. 
The importance of a regular yearly 
eye examination can never be too 
strongly stressed, Onlr a skilled 
optometrist can spat eye conditions 
that should be corrected. 
and rememember . .. 
Payments may be di1•ided to 
suit your i11divid11ol bud get. 
H. l<AMINER (log. Optomoltlst 
106 N. AURORA ST, 
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Hershey 9 Hoover 
W elco]Jl1le Student§ 
w ASHINGTON - (CPS) - ' and "create chaos" on campuses. 
The two government officials 11 Hershey said "complete loss of 
probably most venerated by stu- control" by administrators over 
dents, 1''B1 Director J. Edgar\ their institutions (referring to 
Hoover and Selective Service I such incidents as that at Colum-
Dircctor Lewis B. !fcrshey, re-1 bia) is inevitable when facul~y 
centlv issued their "back-to-, members are allowed to complain 
~cho~l" welcoming broadsides to! about reclassification of students 
students and universities. who engage in "disruptive pro-
The messages are m the form tests," or to give all their stu-
of letters warning the public, lhe dents "A" grades "in an effort 
police and college administra-
tions of the dangers posed to . to evade their plain duty to 
them by students and professors. determine the satisfactory schol-
In the September issue of Law arship of a student." 
Enforcement Bulletin, a magazine, He blamed much of the campus 
sent by the FBI to police depart-! unrest on faculty members who 
mcnts and other law enforcement' "prey on students" and encour-
anencies Hoover wrote that "rev- . 
" . ' · t .. · th age them to attack the actions of 
olut1onary terroris s - m e .. 
form of Students for a Democra- government officials or help 
tic Society (SDSl and other New them evade the draft, and said he 
Left groups - will endanger "not , thought those administrators who 
only the academic community but; had "learned something last 
ou_r peaceful and 0rderly society"/ year" would suppress such pro-
this fall. ' · I · · 
· fessona activity. 
Militant radical leaders, Hoover . . .. 
warns, "plan to launch a wide- "I bc~1eve the silent citizens of 
spread attack on educational in- the United States and the Con-
stitutions," and are relying on gress arc nearing the ned of their 
campus activists to help them patience with such activities," 
"smash first the educational Hershey said. "I do not think 
structure, then our economic 
Govern. Congress will for long provide system, and finally our 
ment itself." funds to educational institutions 
Dssues Committee 
l?!1'ovokes h11treiresir 
of United States foreign pqlicy 
were presented. The week was 
highlighted by a lecture on the 
United States position as a world 
The E.U.B Issues Committee power by Arthur Schlessinger 
Jr. 
was formed laSt fall by a group This year the Issues Commit-
of concerned Ithaca College stu- tee intends to continue its ef-
dents Through panel discus- forts to stimulate and educate the 
sions, films, debates and lectures, LC. community. Immediate plans 
this nonpartisan group attempted include discussions of: The poli-
to stimulate within the LC. com- tical conventions, Biafara, the 
munity awarc.ness of and inter- Czech crisis and violence in 
est in current controversial is- , America. ' 
sues. I Any persons interested in 
The first major presentation actively working with the E.U.B. 
by the committee was a panel Issues Committee may write to 
discusion on Civil Disobedience. Box E-49, for further information. 
Three prominent faculty mem-
bers and two well known citizens 1 ,--------------. 
from the Ithaca community, Dis-; CARDS BOOKS 
trict Attorney Richard Thaler and I 
Rev. Richard Gilbert presented: 
varying viewpoints. During the 1 
week prior to the discussion, the 
Issues Committee distributed 
background information on the 
speakers as well as the topic. 
Last spring the Issues Commit-
tee created a Foreign Policy week 
on campus. Each night films and/ 
or discussions on the complexity 
ITHACA 
Prin-ting 
SERVICE 
RECORDS 
FAITH 
CHRISTIAN 
BOOK CENTER 
120 S. Cayuga 
PICTURES 
Carburetor Problems 
Your foreign Car ? 
SEE THE 
Good only when redeemed at stare. 
1969 THE 
YEARBOOK 
Stall invites all those interested in 
working on this year's book to a 
meeting MONDAY, SEPT. 16 
at 7 :00 p.m. in the West 
Tower Basement. 
with 
He caJlcd the New Left a to pay faculty members who in-
"growing band of self-styled cite students to disobey the Selec-
revolutionaries" who have, a tive Service Law, or tolerate as 
"pathological hatred fo_r o~r way satisfactory those who do." 
"Right on time Since 1909" 
207 S. Tioga St. 
272-7200 "PROBLEM SOLVERS?? land Terrace 
of life and a determmat1on to : 
destroy it," and said they will be;...-----------------------------, 
using college campuses as a base 
for activities designed to promote 
Communist concepts in this coun-
try. 
Hershey, in only slightly milder 
words, addressed himself ta col-
lege and university administra-
tors in the August edition of the 
Selective Service house organ, 
warning them of the "perils of 
permissiveness" toward students 
and faculty members who dissent 
Phone 273-4443 
STONE 
TRAVEL 
AGENCY 
Personalized Travel Service 
414 Eddy St. 
It costs no more through 
your travel agent. 
WUOlE, SOILED, LIVE,, 
MAINE LOBSTER, 
(CJ,/00.SE YOUR FRV()RJrE F~OM 0/JR. T-AN!t..) 
5f~IP 5f'EA"f.f9L.ETS! 
SEEF ~A<M~dllf,g 
BOURGUIGNDN vr~~JYlN~ 
ON4YAT-.# 
Tt-1£ POlTERUOOSE nooM OF THE WON0£RlAND MOTEL ~ i54 ELMIRA RO• AR2-S25% · 
.,.c~,:/,c,14'-N,ndof;p.~.' 
Weicomet' students o o o 
-~eed hair care? 
If you need hair care, come try our pro-
fessional hair stylists who will give you ex-
pert and friendly attention. Look your best, 
and you'll do your best. Appointments may 
be made 8:00 to 5: 15. Telephone 272-1613. 
BEAUTY SHOP, 
THIRD FLOOR 
State & Tioga Streets 
Whitey Bennett Jack Paveling 
~THACA IMPORTS 
"HOME OF HIGH PE.RFORMANCE" Route 13 
l 020 TRIPLAND TERRACE - 273-1785 Ithaca , ,l",ci:':o,;'itti't:a;;ncld':==:=::;:-
Your Portrait . . . 
The Gilt That Only You Can Give. 
Make your appointment soon for 
Christmas delivery 
GORDON CAMPBELL BUZZELL - Portrait Photography 
128 E. STATE ST. 272 -3473 
(Over Brooks Pharmacy - ~cross from Kresge's) 
Administrators 
Co-operate 
With Feds 
I WASHINGTON (CPS)-College dministrators seem extremely 
oncerned about the impact of the 
ew drug Jaws on the indepen-
cnce of their institutions. But 
heY don't seem to be doing much 
bout it. 
The thing that worries the ad-
. inistrators most is the pres-
nee of narcotics agents, who 
[ten pose as students. In a CPS 
urvey of 39 colleges, 14 campus 
rlitors were sure there were 
arcotics agents on their caro-
uses, nine didn't know, and only 
ix were sure that there weren't. 
tost of the on-campus busts, in-
luding those at Stony Brook, 
ard, and American, came after 
·nvestigation by undercover 
agents on that campus. 
The other big problem admin-
istrators face is whether to coop-
erate with narcotics agents when 
they are contacted for informa-
tion or assistance. Most of them 
have decided to cooperate, and 
.many have gone so far as to help 
THE DERBY 
COCKTAIL LOUNGE 
<> 
Come with your 
dates and dance 
to a smooth band 
every Saturday night 
°' Ithaca Shopping Plaza 
1 Elmira Rd. 272 • 9715 
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MAN WITH THE UGLY FACE I Purchasing Agents 
(Continued from page 1) 
be~n. wondering why in hell he has bee11 brought on this earth." I A~pointed 
by Susan Longaker 
\V1th each pause the dark-haired interpreter translated. •·;\,Jail\ J The appomtments of .Joseph) 
of us exist with long lives, and after it is all over, the meaning IF:. Berry as Controller and Robert 
is no different from that of a dying ripple made by a pebble I':'· Howland as College Purchas-1 
dropped in a pool." The patient listened mrently with tilted I mg Agent were made by th_e col- .\mon,· ,,ho ha, L·,·n h.1d ;1 prnduc1 rd his "'"l k11c"'.s 
head t~> ea~h p_auscd tr,_ms)ati_on .. ''.I know he possibly thinks I lcge over the s~1mmer \'acat1on. ! tl1L' ""c1tL·111c111 tk11 I f,·<'l 111 co11t111u111/-'. 1n, :,ff.111 \\1th 1h1s 
that with his blmdness his life 1s f1111shcd and mcanmgless." The· As part of his duties at Ithaca, I colum11 :\ga111 I li,·collH' lamd1;1r "1th the ,hon ,pan· .,nd the 
~ther :.iodded, as i_f this in truth was what he had come to be- ~erry. will ~mdcrtakc mitial ! pn·,,un· of tilllL", and 1u111 out. alwa\ ,, ll<>t qu1tL' all that l 
licve. I am ccrtam that already in the two y·e·irs of 1 · bl' I fmanc1al plannmg, the budgclin° I - · 
. • . . '. 11S Jn(- . · . "' ,,a11tcd to. "'.\1ght 110\\. L·,cn the huge h.1r\'e,t moon tl'llll!ld, me 
ness, because of his example and cheerful spint he has <lone of operatmg and capital funds, . 
mol·e good to otllers th~n ma <l h ' f I I· If coordination of financial ·ictivi of fall .ind how str<111ge 1t 1, that a rL'lll'\\al of ~cl10ol comes 111 . " , ny, an more t an 1 1c 111nsc ' · . . 
lived a full hundred years with full sio-ht.'' A questioning look ties, implementation of financial the autumn ><.:ason. :-ilwa\'t', of grain 111 f1vld~. herd, of up;rate 
"110\;; could_ that be true!" appeared ~n the _upturned gaze at p_olicies and standards, a~'.'. ~li:e.c- spotted cm", orange nw"11. and I am 111 rn:, room at the type-
th1s. Tell him that he has done much _even this day; that when- twn of the staff and acti,.ties in \\Titer. :\ 111acl11ne 1s m~ way of r<.:n1111111g ro my allot•ed space, 
ever I or oth~rs _who sec and meet htm, become ill or discour- the College accounting and my words, ever;, body\ poetr_\'. Pol'tJcally ,peaking, or, 111 that 
ag~~ or self-p_1ty1_ng, ':e will ~lwa}'.s remember his courage and financial control function. realm, my summer \\a, a drought, hut I producl'd many 
a~1hty to smile 1_11 spite_ of his m1sfort~ne; and that all of us For the past twelve years, he thoughts. :\nd you? Do you too find that word, und1sc1pline_d 
will b~ ashamed 1f we did less than he. has been Controller at Adelphi come easy, but rhe f1rn,hed product tears you apart before It 
Jim spoke no more except: "And finally, please say to him, University in Garden City, L.I. 1s through ,,·1th you? Or are you one who clues not work on 
'\Ve thank you for meeting you'." Previous to this, he held the posi- words, but lets them work on you, and leaves them, virg111, vul-
As we started to move on, the blind one edged off his bed, Lions of Bursar at Pace College gar, as they come from pen or 111ach111e? \\'harever, I would 
struggling clumsily to. tighten his faded ill-fitting blue pajama~, in New York City, Assistant like them, and I am interested m the returning students' work, 
Then, his ears interpreting correctly the right direction, he Treasurer of Schrafft's Sales as well as the freshmen. Please send all poems to me, Susan 
silently stood facing us in the aisle with head bowed over raised Corporation in New York City, Longaker, Literary Editor, c/o The Ithacan, or slip them under 
palms, pressed together Buddhist fashion. He was returning his and internal auditor for the Bank the door at the base of the \Vest Tower. I am waiting to hear 
own deep thanks to his unseen visitor. of China. from all you poets and writers! This week, since I do not have 
How could I have so narrow-mindedly thought this gentle He was a sergeant with the any of your works yet, and since you cannot really complain 
man ugly? Fading as the light was, I don't believe I have ever United States Army from 1942-46. until next week, I will put 111 some of my works from this sum-
witnessed such a glowing smile or more radiant and sensitive Berry graduated from Pace Col- mer in hopes that I ,viii hear from you. The following poems 
face.· lege in 1953 with a Bachelor of arc my tribute to Nova Scotia, v,;hich I love. 
Business Administration degree. 
He is married with one child. police pose as students. 
Most administrations have no 
qualms about what to do if a stu-
dent is arrested or found using 
marijuana; he is kicked out. At 
Brigham Young University, for 
example, any student who is ar-
rested is automatically suspend-
ed from the university even if he 
is later acquitted. Such supposed-
ly liberal institutions as Haver-
ford College in Pennsylvania will 
suspend a student for drug use. 
There are a few campuses, 
Tompkins 
!Photography 
Applications and Passports 
Quick Service 
134 E. State St. 
272- 3000 
however, where the university 
will take no action against a stu-
dent who is convicted in civil 
courts. On some campuses the 
student goes through an estab-
lished judicial procedure. 
But these are exceptions ac-
cording to Chuck Hollander, di-
Howland comes to Ithaca from 
the Rhode Island Hospital in I 
Providence where he was the As-
sistant to the Purchasing Agent 
for two years. He was the princi-
pal administrator of the EDP 
(computerized inventory) system 
rect_or of drug studies for the U.S. at the hospital and was second 
Nat10nal Student Association. 'in charge of the eleven man Pur-
"The drug issue underlines the chasing Staff. 
differences between how univer- He attended Brown University 
sities' relationships with the po. where, he received his A.B. de-
lice make them change what they gree in 1965. After graduating, 
say arc their aims," he says. Howland attended the U.S. Air 
Posters 
Texts, Paperbacks 
and 
Assorted Books 
REDUCED 
BOOK SALE GALLERY 
154 E. State St. 
Ithaca, New York 
Force Officers Training School 
at Lackland Air Force Base in 
San Antonio, Texas, where he re-
ceived his commission in Novem-
ber of 1965. He was then trained 
in Air Weapons Control. Current-
ly, he is a member of the 102nd 
Tactical Control Squadron of the 
Rhode Island National Guard. 
To F.L. 
\Virh nose buned Ill vour shin 
I smell a woolen you-
of winter days or heavy dew 
and always early night. 
I carry your concern and feel 1t 
in the wrap of wool so well 
I need not button, 
you, in v,;ool so warm of smell, 
I need not turn the collar 
to the weather. 
a lady comes to tea 
and in this wrinkled face 
I see 
the chcstn u t tree 
whose early spreadlllg 
dropped the spiny 
inside-shiny nuts 
that we -
would play with. 
So the face 
wrinkled in the cup, 
the chestnut face, 
reminds me of mv youth 
in Digby -
and how long ago 
and how far I have grown 
bird tracks 
not like bones 
freely cross ,vet sand. 
birds, like fish, 
arc caught by man. 
and Nova Scotia yawns 
ro me and speaks·: 
an unclipped 
hairclip 
on a littered 
ground 
at twenty 
you sec me 
open 
up. 
KITTY-CORNER FROM 
WOOLWORTH DEPT. STORE !FIRATfERINI BTY JJEWElLIRY 
by L. G. BALFOUR CO. 
and unfound 
The sea seems endless 
and upset 
The Dining Center 
of Bthaccn 
!FAMOUS FOR. 
BEEF IN ALI. ITS , 
GLORY 
ROBERT S. BOOTHROYlO> 
AGENCY, INC. 
Sound Insurance for Every Need 
Carefully Written Conscientiously Serviced 
BROKERS 
Robert S. Boothroyd - Class of '24 
Robert L. Boothroyd - Class of '60 
Henry G. Keyser - Class of '52 
Phone 272 - 8100 
312 E. Seneca St. Ithaca, N. Y. 
"We Welcome Your Inquiry" 
l 
l 
T 
I 
l 
t 
I 
Dthaca College Class R.ings 
IR.ay Robinson - Rothschild's Dept. Store 
First Floor 
SPORTSWEAR-FAVORS MUGS-TROPH I IES 
Phone 272-5959 
304 S. CAYUGA ST. 
NIEW & IUSIED CARS 
Come On ancD See Us! 
or Call 272-8822 
I 
l 
l 
t I l I 
t i 
' • I 
T I 
t I 
t I 
t i 
f I 
¼ I 
and it sends 
the buoyant boat 
bending- through 
its serpent waves. 
But the gulls 
come and go: 
a mockerv of effort, 
they slo,v and fall 
and rise again 
as easdv as the smoke 
that sta'ins the air 
they sway in. 
I am envious 
to see them 
freeze and hang, 
without a flap of wing! 
- !?HONIE-
Next to Post Office 206 E. Seneca St. 
............. .._. ................................... ..._ .............. ._. ___________ __J\, _______________________ _, 
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WICB Gives 
live Coverage 
WICB Radio, under Sports 
M1IAA Opens Witth 
New Ruling 
Director Don Berman, will again Dr. Eugene T. De Luca-Director· Jiving off campus, they will be 
broadcast aJI Ithaca College foot- : Thomas Sheeran-Assistant allowed to draw three students 
ball games, home and away. The' Room 17 Hill Hall from among those living on cam-
live coverage will commence at: Office Hours-IO a.m.-2 p.m. pus. Rosters for Touch Football 
1:45 p.m. September 21. when the, ;\Jonday-Friday may be picked up in Room 17 in 
Bombers meet \Vest Chester in With the mass exodus back to Hill Hall. 
the home opener, and conclude the Ithaca College campus com- On Monday, September 9, the 
November 9, with a night game at pleted, I.C. is once again return- night recreation program in Hill 
Montclair State (N.J.). I ing to the normal routine of Hall was reinstituted. Hill Hall 
The new WICB banner will be campus life. will be open for recreational use 
present at the press box at all September 17 marks the begin- from 6 to 10 from Monday thru 
games. ning of the new intramural sea- Friday, and from 12 to 10 on 
On South Hill football field, son, and the Men's Intramural Saturday and Sunday. 
the WICB Sports broadcasting Athletic Association is already in The College pool is open for 
crew will be located in the press, high gear and anticipating Men form 7 to 9 on Monday, for 
box dircctlv behind the stands. I another very successful year_ Women from 7 to 9 on Tuesday 
Last year the broadcasters oper- The season will open with the and Thursday. For Corecrea-
ated from the old press box op-, formation of the Men's Intra- tional swims, the pool will be 
posite the players' benches. mural Touch Football Leagues. open on Sunday from 6 to 9, on 
Don, Sports Director for the The team roster can be com- Wednesday from 7 to 9 and, on 
third consecutive year will call posed of no more than 15 men, Saturday from 10 to 12_ 
play-by-play for all the games, 12 of which must be drawn from The College bowling lanes, 
with the assistance of others for the residence hall. The remaining which are located on the first 
color and analysis. 3 can be drawn from any on floor of Hill Hall, will be open 
The contests are aired on both campus or off campus students. every afternoon and evening 
AM, 600, and FM 91.7. In the case of those students from 12 noon to 10 p.m. 
To Keep Your Spirits Up 
PHONE 272 - 2111 
H & H liquor & Wines 
218 E- State St. 
Ithaca, N. y_ 
Your Closest Liquor 
Store to Campus 
VICTORIA 
RESTAURANT 
109 N. Cayuga 
for your favorite Italian 
food 
PIZZA - SPAGHffil ! 
LOW PRICES! 
BEST FOOD IN TOWN ! 
CLOVER ~;-1 
~. f z ' ! 
z z I 
D f 
356 ELMIRA RD. t 
DANCING t 
every night ! 
Exotic Orie;1al Dancers l 
3 shows -: 10, 11, 12 i 
Sundays - Rock & Roll f 
RECORDS (Continued) I (Long Beach) and Bill Adams 
. _ . . (Rochester) set the new record in 
fmal year . of competlti~n, m ; the 400 yard medley relay. 
Floor Exerc1s_es (~.35) Horizontal Spring sports also contributed 
I 
Bar (8.55) Still Rmgs <8-5~ and their share of new records for 
All Arou?-d . <49-10>- Russ .I:' eder- the School scrapbook. The tennis 
man (a Jumor from Happauge) team won nine games in ten 
I 
ti~d Cowden's mark in Still Rings starts and beat the old mark 
this year,_ as :,i,·ell. . by one. The captain of that squad 
J The sw1mmmg team practically Bud Eisenber« (Nyack) also s t 
1 
rewrot~ the_ college record book. a career mark 
0
of the most wins 7n 
The six :,"'1ns recor_ded by the a season when he recorded eight 
team during the wmte: _ was a and ran his total to 20 for three 
new school mark. Ind1v1dually, years to play. Along with his 
Dave Roberts, a sophomore from long time partner Steve Kuzman, 
Portlan~, Oregon, became the new (Cobleskill) he set a new record 
champ m the 1_00~ ~ard freestyle, for the most wins by a doubles 
the 200 yard md1v1dual medley, team in a three year varsity 
and the 100 yard freestyle. Cap- career with 15 
tain Dave Vollmer (senior from Two track · d l 
. recor s a so were 
Mas~apequa) en~ed a productl~c erased this Spring, Senior Cap-
varsity career with new marks m tain Tony Destefano (Yonkers) 
the 200 yard freestyle, the 500 covered the triple jump in 44,_ 
~tl! freestyle and the 1650 free- G)/2" beating the old . mark of 
Y · 43'-ll", while Bob Fehring (Bay 
Bruce Ely a sophomore from Shore) broke his old mark in the 
Fairfield, Conn., set the new 120 high hurdles with a time of 
record in the 50 yard freestyle. 0.15.7 which beat the old record 
John Marshall, junior from End- of 0.16.0. 
well, swam to new marks in the 
100 yard and 200 yard backstoke 
while George Cancro (senior from 
Newfield) in the three meter 
diving and Gary Johnson (Largo, 
Florida) in one meter diving also 
broke into the record books. It's not the alcohol but the 
Vollmer, Ely, Roberts and Dick 
Bishop (Moorestown, New Jersey) carboration of the mixer 
are the new school 400 yard 
freestyle relay record holders_ with it, that causes a hang-
Marshall, Ely, Mike Schwartz 
GEE'S SPORT SHOP 
210 W. State St. 
273 - 6971 
0 Guns - New & Used 
0 Ammunition 
0 Reloading Equipment 
0 Quality Fishing Tackle 
0 Gun Supplies 
over, according to the Brit-
ish Medical Bulletin. 
AMIES WELDING 
& SUPPLY CO. 
+ •• , ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
618 W. Buffalo St. 
,Ithaca, N.Y. 
273 - 4911 
"Ames Aims To Please" 
WAA Charlie Moot: From 
Saigon 1to lo Co Announces 
New 
Officers 
by Chris Flatley 
From the Tet offensive in Viet- I from the Marines last June. ~ 
nam last April to the pre-season was happy he s~rved those t~re{ 
football camp at Ithaca College in years for he learned a litt, 
August_ That's the story of Char- more about the world" and bi 
lie Moot: a junior this year; a was proud to <=<:>ntribut~ to 11! 
With the numerous clubs and sophomore in 1963_ He's 24 years v:ork of the Mannes which "con.' 
organizations on South Hill, it is old and he's been around siSts of a great deal more than 
Charlie first hit the Ith~ca cam- firing a rifle," he said_ More than 
easy for some of them to get lost pus in 1962. He played freshman that, he found his vocation. 
in the shuffle. For this reason football and started every game. Now he's on a football field bt 
this article is being written_ In 1963, ·he made the varsity, cause he loves the game, respecu 
Hopefully, it will, at least, en- played in every game, and started his_coach, and he has the motiva 
lighten some as to what the ini- a few. tion to play_ He also _has a goocj 
tials W.A.A. stand for, while for His marks took a bit of a dip ch~ce ~o ~art. But_ ID the bao 
that year and he wound up in <:f hi~ mmd 1s that diploma whic~· 
others it will specify the organ- g t d th Summer School. "While I was 15 omg O come a? e chanci 
ization's objectives and inner there, 1 got a job on construction to help some ch1!dren_ go to 
workings. And at most, it will stir and started to make good school somewhere m this world 
the interest in some people and money," he said_ "I completed my and .have a better future lhan 
they will be inclined to come credits that Summer but decided herdmg ducks or cattle. 
and join us in work as well as in to stay out of school for a while Charlie Moot is a physical edu-
play. and work, so that I could pay for cation major at Ithaca College 
w_A.A.: Womens' Athletic A;;- my junior and senior years_ After and he is not a Dean's List stu-1 
sociation. It fa an organization that year of work, though, I en· dent_ Somehow, though, he seems 
open to all women at LC- and pro- tered the Marines_ I was high to be one of the smartest guys on 
vides athletic and recreational on the draft list and I wanted to campus. 
opportunities throughout the get my obligation out of the 
school year. There are no speci- way." 
fie requirements to join W.A.A-; After entering the Marines in 
you are automatically a member I July of '65, -Charlie completed 
when you are a part of. South his basic training and went on 
Hill's female student body_ The to Advanced Infantry School. 
purpose of W.A.A. is to provide From there it was on to the 
activities which interest you, in I Marine Corps Engineer School. 
which you participate. This year I He did so well that they kept him 
the activities range from soft- on as instructor for one year_ 
WAA_Starts 
Activities 
by Chris Flatley 
ball and tennis to skiing and Charlie liked it O.K_ but be has 
swimming. The range of activi- motivation_ He was tired of see- W.A.A. started off the year with 
ties offered is wide so as to ing fellow Marines trek over to a get-acquainted party given in 
satisfy you in your favorite Vietnam so he volunteered for the Rec Room this past Tuesdav 
night_ The Physical Educatio~ 
activity. action, and was shipped out in 
F faculty was there in addition to Under the advisorship of Miss 'ebruary of '67, despite the fact 
~~;i.y or8~~~s E::~ut~e:oi:m~~: :::n t~: ~f:~:a::::\:~f to re- ~~!tld faces and q~ite a few new 
tee and Executive Council it is He spent the first six months Puff Cramer, our President 
hopeful that W,A_A_ will' have with the 9th Engineer Battalion spoke of the potential in W.A.A. 
a new and exciting year_ The and then volu?teered for special As she spoke, she took us up in 
members of the ExL>cutive com- duty_ It was called "Combined the air in a beautiful balloon. 
mittee are: President Mary Ac_tion" in Vietnam_ What it all She showed us how we could un-
"Puff" Cramer, Vice-President bolled down to was that Charlie, tangle the string attached to the 
Joy Malchodi, Secretary Lexa 13-17 other Marines, and a Navy balloon and. together we could 
Larsen, Treasurer Sara Jane corpsman_ got together with a, fly_ W.A.A. _is that balloon_ Your 
Werner, Program coordinator South Vietnam Popular Forces· hand and ;°lme care for each foot 
Ginny Willetts. And the Execu- Platoon, made up of older men of the strmg attache_d to the bal-
tive Council consists of: Inter- who couldn't join the Service and lo.on, eve!1-tually givmg it flight. , 
collegiate Director Lynne Tyler, men w_ho had served their enlist- Vice-President Joy _ Malchodi 
Intramural Director Terry God- ment m t.he. ARVIN Anny, and spoke o~ the purp~ses 1f W.A.A.-
lewski, Officials Director Elaine started bu1Idmg up small villages_ t? pro~d~ .recreational and athle-
Goldb11nd, Publicity Director They procured basic materials tic. acti~1bes, to become more 
Evans, Sportsday Director Sue whieh the citizens of these vil- skll_led m spor_ts and ,to have a , 
Paragone, Social Director Peach !ages couldn't get, such as con- basis from ~h1eh_ to learn good 
Brooks, Reporter Chris Flatley crete, and built schools, rein- spo_rtsmansh1p. Lmda Bonapacc, 
and Handbook Organizer Linda forced buil~ings, and generally a~tmg Pr_ogram Coo~dinator for 
Bonapace. It is through Miss helped the villagers to help them- Gmny Willets_ who IS on block 
Hicks and the Executive Com- selves_ They also offset Vietcong s~udent teachmg, spoke of the 
mittee and council that the Wo- propaganda. different types of membership. 
men's Athletic A;;sociation func- Charlie saw action, too, near The Green Balloon Member: her 
tions internally_ But without Da Nang during the Tet offensive ballo~n _rests 1:1pon the g~ass not 
your interest the purpose of. and in periodic fire fights around knowmg the JOYS of flymg; the 
W,A_A. is lost the village_ Blue Balloon Member: her bal-
There are various level.~ of The most important tbi th t loon floats with the freedom to 
ng a romp and run and 1 - th G Id 
activities in W-A-A_ The Intra- happened to Charlie Moot, Balloo' n u· be _ bl_) aby, 11 e 1° 
I - - - though - th d ,uem r_ er a oon 1as mura program 1s within the , came m e ay-to-day reach d th 
college itself while the Extra-\ contact ~itb the people of the benea~h - : f;unt f~r to fly 
mural Competition involves in- small Vietnamese villages. "The urer is O Y •00 ow. Treas-
tercollegiate activities_ The\ kids had so little," he said. "Due the v!::u:':.::.r mformed ~: of 
Sports Days are "fun" days where to the shortage of teachers, they Intramurals E : of con;petition: 
other school come to participate were lucky to get two hours of Days and Cl : r,;mura • SJ;1or~s 
in various athletic events Any- schooling each day, if we could Lars _ u · . ecretary Lexa 
one who has interest wiil find keep a teacher alive long enough wor.::n c:~~la~::d JUSt why we _al_l 
sincere enjoyment through these, to help them. When they were pate ' in thl 1_ actually partici-programs. J not in school, all they could do a e ~c events_ She h helped us realize that sports 
Look for notices in your dorms was ang a~ound' hero cattle or is a lot more than bou cin" 
for ·our activities_ If you want ducks, or kick st?nes_ I wanted a basketball or scor· n I 
fun, enjoy people and want to ~d hdcl~h these children and de- We saw that aside fr;:ig t:e !:~~ 
relax become involved in your Cl e en and . t~ere to come enjoyment in sport we ai re-
organization. Help W.A.A. to help b_ack to Ithaca, fmish my educa- spect confidence ' g n d 
you. hon, and then go back to Viet- und , - , courage an 
~============='...'...::.._::_____________ nam or go to some other nation erstandm~ of not only our-
where the kids arc in this same selves but with and through 0th-
"THE BEST BRAND NAMES IN SOUND" 
A- R 
ADLER 
COLUMBIA 
CRAIG 
DUAL 
DUOTONE 
at the Best Prices ! 
DYNACO 
FISHER 
GARRARD 
KOSS 
MARANTZ 
PICKERING 
and others 
SHARPE; 
SHURE 
SONY 
SWITCHORAFT 
TANDBERG 
WOLLENSAK 
IFIJUEIO)'S RIECORfO SIHIOI? 
124 W. State St_ Phone 272 - 5·300 
open Fridays 'til nine 
pathetic state, of having no fu- crs. The s~d~~ demonstrating the 
ture, and try to give them one " ac~ual activities proved to be 
. _ , · enJoyed by all_ The reception 
N ~harl~fh ~~o hves in Wilson, ended the evening with questions 
- - w1 _ 1s parents, brother, and answers for all and some re-
and three sisters, was, discharged freshmen ts served. 
TO PLACE AN ITHACAN AD CALL 
A.C:110Nf !if NE· r; 
~~ 274 - 3260 -
~ orX3260 
iY¥Eki +ea& 
,:1 
•, The World 
of Wheels 
,:: by Ron Cohn 
\. \'ow that we have settled down in our dorms and apart-
~ ent,, spent a 'wad' on textbooks, and attended a week of 
lassl', ( only to find that we are lost before we begin), we can 
nalh· get down to more serious and urgent business - that 
f th~ automobile. Last year we were involved in a series of road 
ests of domstic cars when final exams and graduation rudely 
terrupted. l11is year, with the help of a battery of interested 
ar buffs, we plan to continue the domestic models and also 
1 
omc forign hardware such as the MGB, Austin America, BMW, 
'riurnph and more. Racing will also be among our top priori-
ics. We will try to keep our readership informed on local and 
tcrnational events, many of which my staff and I will per-
onallv cover. 
J)omestic racing this summer has been dominated by Mark 
onohue in his .Roger Penske prepared Chevy-powered cars. 
. onohue, last year's United States Road Racing champ, re-
eatcd his performance by capturing the USRRC in a much-al-
crcd !\1cLaren M6B. The only major threat to his '68 crown 
·as from the two underpowered but consistently reliable Lolas 
f the Simonize team. These cars were practically identical to 
onohue's '67 championship car. 
Ford powered cars had never been serious threats in 
SRRC competition but had won the first two Trans-American 
edan Championships. At the beginning of the third Trans-Am 
·ems it seemed as though it was going to happen again as 
: '.\luscang won the Trans-Am division of the Daytona Continen-
al. This was the last time Mustang was to see the winner'~ 
cirrle as Donohue's Camaro won the next eight consecutive races 
and clinched his second series of the year. 
The Canadian-American· Challenge Cup series deserves ut-
most attntion at this time of year. Bruce McLaren, winner of 
'~st vear's Can-Am and also builder of the M6B, which Donohue 
dro,:e to a USRRC championship, has returned to the continent 
with a newer, lighter, and faster M8A. This car already won its 
· first outing at Road America - Elkhart Lake, Wisc., with 
1 Dennis Hulme driving ( Hulme finished. second in points to 
, :\IcLaren last year in an M6A). Bruce McLaren came in second 
and on the same lap of the four-mile Road America course wit~ 
\lark Donohue in his USRRC car third,. Other stars of the 
Can-Am are Dan Gurney, Jim Hall, and Mario Andretti. 
Sports Car Club of America has announced the total purse of 
~ the series to exceed one half million dollars. The next scheduled 
,~ Can-Am race is this Sunday at Bridgehampton Race Circuit on 
Long Island and will definitely be one of the most exciting road 
races to come to the Northeast. 
Il.C. Picks 
CoUege 
lI)ivisioil] 
Ithaca College is one of the 
schools to be somewhat affected 
by the new NCAA ruling of last 
January which requires member 
institutions to designate them-
selves as either College or Uni-
versity Division in those sports 
where the NCAA sponsors tour-
neys in both areas. The new rule 
goes into effect in September of 
this year. 
"It used to be that a school 
could go to a College Tourney in 
one sport and the University 
Division in another," commented 
Ithaca's athletic director, Carp 
Wood. "Now that has changed 
and we have to go under one 
listing for all sports which have 
two tournaments. This will make 
a difference to our School as far 
as baseball is concerned. For 
years, we have been a top con-
tender for ail NCAA berth in the 
University Division. Now we are 
confined to the College sector." 
Wood added, "We will, of course, 
still play some of the top teams 
such as Penn State, Colgate, and 
Villanova." 
There was an attempt to add 
an amendment to the new ruling 
that would have allowed each 
school to maintain University 
status in three sports. However, 
this was turned down at the 
January convention. "If it had 
gone through, baseball and 
wrestling definitely would have 
been designated University Divi-
sion by the College," Wood 
pointed out. 
"Actually, in most sports, we 
would go College Division any-
way," Wood said. "However, if 
the amendment had passed, it 
would have allowed us the lee-
way necessary to maintain our 
program in University Tourna-
ment competition in the two 
sports where we can compete 
somewhat favorably." 
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GIPPE is a word which will· to learn different phases of physi- · us11ally to t hL ,tudent ·s aclvan-
not be found in the dictionary. It I cal education for their later life.· tage. bccau~e the program is 50 
has a great deal of meaning,\ There is a definite carry-over broadly based. · 
though, to the students of Ithaca I value involved I "The st'lff and faculty of the 
College who, because of its quali-1 "A third m,'JOr difference be-, College have been most coopcra-
ties, are becoming more totally I tween Ith.ica and most other. tive 1n keeping this progtam run-
educated and better able to func-1 schools is th~ wide 5Cope of ning at a m,,rked lpvrl of 0 ff1-
tion satisfactorily in today's so- activities. Ilesid<:s the subjects ciency," hs! ~,,idecl "Once they 
ciety. / mentioned prevwusly, there are I realize the value of physical fit-
Putting music to words, GIP_PE ·1 classes ' i~ rh~~hms. life-saving, ; ness, the carr~ -over value one 
stands for General Instruction golf, temus. skung, and strength i can pick up fn: later life, and the 
Program in Physical Education. improvement. Team sports are j outlet from stl;dents that the pro-
"The College's overall aim is to limited to volleyball, soccer and gram provides, they. are most 
p_repare the student f~r an ef!ec-1 lacrosse because of the limiting I willing to help us in every way." 
ttve career and for constructive, nature of the carry-over aspect I The outlet ;,rovided by GIPPE 
ii:xiagi.~ative participation in so.
1 
~or most te:im spor.ts. We are try- is also of ;;r,•at mterest to Dr. 
c1ety, Dr. C. W. Morgan, Dean mg to educate citizens to be as Morgan. "First of all." he said, 
of the College's School of Health I active with purpose as we can. "physical vitality promotes intel-
and Physical Education, re- This means gearing the various lectual vitality and contributes 
marked, "Good health and physi- activities to their particular to academic performance. Physi-
cal fitness are the logical and needs, interest:, and capabilities. cal vigor and skills enhance per. 
necessary starting points for the Individual and dual actvities fill sonal resources for social and 
student toward these ends." the bill nicely. We offer the three civic endeavor. In short, physical 
. "W~ in Physical ~1:1~ation con- tea~ sports be~ause of their in:i-1 fitness is an essentia.I part of a 
s1~er 1t our respons1b1hty to con- med1~te recreational and of_ ~~cir I balanced and productive life. 
tnbute to the health of each stu- stamina-endurance capab1hhes. "The stresses of college life 
denl since it is the whole student 
who goes to college. Better stu-
dent health is approached in 
many ways. The Health Center 
with its fine staff practices pre-
ventive health. The Food Service 
provides well balanced, nutritious 
food. Physical Education contri-
butes by providing instruction in 
interesting and challenging activi-
ties through the G.I.P.P.E. pro-
gram, intramurals, and intercol-
legiate and_ recreational activi-
ties." 
The program will begin its 
fourth year this September. 
Joe Hamilton, former varsity 
football coach and now a full pro-
fessor of physical education at 
the College, directs the program 
which ranges in subject-matter 
from archery and scubadiving to 
personal defense and bowling. 
Grand Prix Formula One racing has been anyone's for the 
. taking. Graham Hill captured the early lead in his Lotus Ford, 
; but has been receiving much pressure from second-place holders 
Jackie Stewart and Jackie lckx. Stewart,driving a French Matra-
Ford, has shown much promise in the series dominating most 
of the races run in the rain and recently winning one on a dry 
· track. His new Dunlop tires with large center grooves have 
been the determining factor on the wet tracks. Although Hill 
t held the early lead by a comfortable margin, mechanical ills ~ have been retiring him in the most re~ent races. _With the Grand 
:l Prix of the United States at Watkms Glen nght around the 
corner, we in the area will be able to witness a crucial race for 
the World Championship-crown. It has also beeri rumored that 
I\lario Andretti the USAC ace, will be piloting the Number two 
Team Lotus at ~he U.S. Grand Prix. Bobby Unser, the 1968 win-
ner of the 'indianapolis 500, has been in Europe testing a BMW 
Formula One car and will probably be seen at the Glen also. 
In the following weeks, there will be more Grand Prix informa-
tion and possibly a personal prediction of the U.S. win. 
The Ithaca line-up for the com-
ing year, with the new ruling in 
effect, finds the School eligible 
for tourneys against all op-
ponents, both major and small 
college, in soccer only, since the 
NCAA has but one tournament for 
The program calls for manda-
tory classes, in some form of 
physical activity, three times 
weekly throughout every ~tu. 
dent's freshman year and twice 
weekly in the sophomore year. 
The freshmen are assigned to a 
course, while sophomores have 
the benefit of seledion for all but 
eight weeks of the year. 
An outstanding medical check 
system funnels students with 
certain physical drawbacks into 
modified physical education pro-
grams. If the student overcomes 
the handicaps or develops a pro-
ficiency in physical education, he 
rejoins the regular programs. 
the sport. Football, cross country, 
track, golf, basketball, hockey, 
swimming, gymnastics, wrestling, 
baseball, and tennis will be in 
the College bracket. As yet, there 
is no NCAA tourney in lacrosse. 
1 ) To make this column a better one, many students will be 
assisting me with road tests and race coverage. Anyone inttrest-
cd in helping in one of the road tests can reach me at 844-8974, 
or can address a note to me through intercampus mail, care of 
the Ithacan. 
In many of these sports, indi-
vidual performers who finish 
among the top three in the Col-
lege Division tourneys such as 
cross country, track, swimming, 
gymnastics, golf, wrestling, and 
tennis, can go on to the Univer-
sity Championships. 
Series winner Mark Donohue 
with car owner Roger Penske 
before USRRC race. 
(Continued from page 14) 
Since his retirement from i.e. i in 1965, "Bucky" has been de-
A :·oting a lot of his time to teach-1 mg and helping the Cornell base-
., ,.ball teams. 
Every day, when the weather 
permits. and sometimes when it 
doesn't, "Bucky" walks 4 miles 
from his Slaterville Rd. home to 
Cornell. For the next few days, 
anyway, his step should be a 
bit more lively for this 74 year 
Old youngster now, officially, a 
member of baseball's elite. 
Student-lFacu O il'y 
Softball Game 
To Be Heidi 
PARENTS (Cont. from page 4) 
a request would be honored by 
On Saturday, September 14, nearly all faculty members. 
the third annual chemistry It was strongly urged that stu-
faculty-student softball contest 
will be staged at Stewart Park. dents wishing their parents to 
The outside-the-classroom Iabora- meet with faculty members 
should arrange in advance for 
some specific appointment be-
tween 11 and 12 a.m., Saturday 
tory tussle will be fueled by 
chicken, spiced with pretzels, and 
lubricated with beer. The new 
faculty make for a more formida-
ble than ever professional slate. morning in the faculty member's 
The students lost several blg guns office. 
last May, but have picked up Although a complete story will 
some good-looking rookies this appear in next week's Ithacan 
Fall. Past experience points to and on WICB AM-FM students 
an interesting event. This SAACS · 
d -11 b f 11 d are urged to make all arrange-sponsore game w1 e o owe . 
with many other such contests ments for luncheon and mter-
during the year. I views as soon as possible. 
ALTMAN & GREEN JEWELERS 
The Number 1 Jewelers of the Nation 
By Brand Name Foundations, Inc. 
Prompt, Quality Watch and Jewelry 
'Repair Service 
FREE ESTIMATES GIVEN 
See our Collection of 14K and 
Sterling Charms and Bracelets 
Ithaca College Class Rings and Pins 
Ithaca's Exclusive Authorized Keepsake 
Dealer 
Frank Hammer 144 E. State St. 272 - 1810 
Open Fri. till 9:00 p.m. 
Every incoming freshman is 
given a complete medical exam- Competition in the more common I have been intensified in recent 
ination, a physical fitness test sports such as touch football, I years. Competition to get into 
and a swimming test From there'. basketball, etc., can be obtained and stay in college is keener. 
Hamilton and his staff evaluate in our splendid intramural pro- Class loads are heavy and subject 
each student and place them in gram." matter is increasingly difficult 
the classes where they feel the "This wide area of choice helps requiring more study and re-
student will realize the most everyone," Hamilton continued. search. Maintaining good health 
benefit. For instance, all non- "The College has several physi-1 and emotional stability requires 
swimmers or those who fail the eally handicapped students who strength, stamina and vitality, 
test are placed in a special "Be- participate in GIPPE. One girl is and intelligent personal habits." 
ginners Swimming Group." confined to a wheelchair but she [ The success of the GIPPE pro-
Freshmen are introduced to six bowls and bowls well. A boy is J gram at Ithaca College can be 
different areas of physical educa- crippled, but !Swims. I attested to by the attention given 
tion. The courses are selected for "A fourth difference is that I it by other colleges and universi-
them so they can get a real students m'.lst earn a passing I ties through frequent requests 
balance of actidties and not just grade. It is not automatic. If they i for information. This after only 
a further education in some ac- fail they have to go back and pass· three years of oper.ition. 
tivity where they already have a the course. This helps to develop I 
degree of proficiency. a desire to l<'arn, and it makes ; ,--------------~ 
GIPPE is not the same as most teaching a lot easier." 1 
other college physical education Considering that the School re-· 
programs. "That is for sure," quires GIPPE for all freshmen 
Hamilton stated. "We are very and sophomores in the School of 
different ;n several key areas. Music and the Coll<'ge of Arts 
First of all, the program is co- and Sciences, there are surpris-
educational in most respects, and ingly few problems. "Of course. 
we find this most helpful. we have some;· Hamilton aclmit-
Your Plumber or 
Heating Dealer 
For Courteous and 
Dependable Service 
Kitchen Aid 
HULL HEATING & 
PLUMBING DNC. "Secondly, the nature of the ted, "but they are minor ones. 
program is instruction and not We get a few students who ob-
just sending people out.on a field jcct to being made to take a par- so4 W. Seneca St. 
with equipment and letting them! ticular course. but we straighten 272 • 3550 Ithaca, N. Y. 
run around a bit. We want them It~::: .ma~~:r: ::ut. ~::.~: .. ::il_y: . :- . !•. -F •!• .. •:• ....... • • H ~ 
lSAO{IEIRS C(COD'U 1 1r I ~l~ I? [E li"' [E / ~ 7riiJJlirc l~ 
!be clhioosell's, :~: L_"'""""".._.,,- :~: 
fBMfr YOU CAN :;: 212 _ 4999 :f: ½ ; 
! :i: IFII.JILB.. SIERVICIE CENTER :~: 
I~ X 
1 
:j: Tune-up and Brake Service :f: 
272-7272 I :i: New Car Warranty Service :~: 
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Bombers fight for positions. 
Bom·bers or· ? 
by Lonnie Bloch 
Ithaca BOMBERS or not team, and Greg Albano, star cen-
BO:\IBERS? That was the ques- ter of the b!!sketball team, would 
tion put to a random sample of lik<' to see the name B01VIBERS 
200 students on the Ithaca Col-' changed so that Itha<'a would 
lege Campus this week. A vast have something to represent it-
~ajor!ty o! thos7 asked voiced either an actual mascot or a pic-d1ssatisfact10n with the name ture of it on the uniforms. 
BO::\fBERS. 81 % of those asked . Another reason for a change of 
whether or not we should keep BOl\IBERS is that it doesn't con-
or change the name BOl\iBERS tribute to school spirit or inspire 
wanted to change it. "Ech, yes,\ the teams. As Greg Albano 
get rid of it!" and "Change it as' stated, BOMBERS "does not in-
soon as possible!" were among spire me or the rest of the team." 
some of the answers heard. [ Another member of the basket-
One of the major reasons for I ball team, Mark Rowley, admit-
wanting to change the name ted, "When we go to play at an 
BOl\IBERS is that it does not al-! opponent's court, the name 
low for a mascot to represent the BOMBERS inspires our opponents 
~chooI. The suggestion of bring-' I more than it inspires us!" 
mg a B-52 bomber onto the foot- Among the 19% of those polled 
ball field or basketball court is: who wanted to keep the name 
not a very practical one. Our 
I 
BOMBERS, Richie Miller mem-
athletes, especially, see the need i ber of the basketball and base-
f~r a mascot of some sort. Both I ball teams, gave these ·reasons, 
Jim Ryan, captain of the football "It's tradition. I've played under 
SPORTS 
Hot Corner 
31 Records Set in '67-68 of Health and Physical Education, and as of 1960, in the Division of 
Physical Therapy. At Ithaca, he 
held the rank of Professor of 
Physiology. Besides coaching and 
teaching at Ithaca, Freeman also 
found time to condu.ct baseball 
A total of six team and 25 in- New Jersey, set a new record for 
dividual records were set during the most wins in one season bl' 
the 1967-68 sports year at Ithaca taking eight of his ten starts. · 
College. The most prominent The basketball team not o:ilv 
among them being Paul Giroux's I set a new mark in total wins fo-r 
clinics and write numerous arti- (juni_or from Peru) new football I a season but also set new 
cles on the mechanics of the rushing mark for one season, and i standards in total points scored 
game. Freeman's influence 
these areas is nation-wide. 
in the basketb<1ll team's 17 wins, the\ by a team in a season (2020) and 
mos~ ever for_ an Ithaca quintet. the most points scored by a team 
Giroux gamed 679 yards to in a single game (123). 
Please turn to page 13 
the name for three and a half 
years and I'd like to continue 
playing under it." Others, also, 
explained that they were con-
servatives or else they just liked 
the name. 
Although some people would 
like to keep the name BOl\IDERS, 
erase the old mark of 578 set by Individually, Bob Modliszewski 
Len Muhllch in 1964. Sopho~ore (sophomore from Yorkville) pro-
Rod Howell (from Ludlowv11le) duced two new marks after his 
~!so broke the old mark by pick- performance against Susquehan-
mg up 618 yards. na on February 24 when he hit 
The '67 team set a new record, for 21 gield goals ;nd 44 points. 
fo_r rushing yardage in o~e season The talented Bill Cowden 
with a total of 2080, which broke (Farmingdale) ran up four new 
the old mark by some 210 yards. marks for individual performance 
. In cro~s . country, Tom Wil- in a gymnastics meet, during his 
hams, a Jumor from Park Ridge, Please turn to page 12 
it was clear that vast majority of I 1-----------------------------. 
I 
students on the Ithaca College i WANTA 
DATE? 
campus would like to see the ' 
name c~anged for any one or all I 
of three reasons - to have a 
mascot, to encourage school spirit i 
and inspiration, and because of 
1 
a -genuine dislike for the name. I I for free application send to: 
,-------------1 DATES UNLIMITED (Use Inter 
SUPPORT YOUR TEAMS! Do 12 B 50 
l ___ r_m ____ 
0
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